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Fundamental analysis
Fundamental analysis is the approach that defines the limits of the possibilities of
the evolution of a given reality. Fundamentals define the boundaries implicit in the
functionality of that given reality.
Although adaptive systems and complex systems have open boundaries, they can
only be managed when limits have been defined.
Defining limits based on the fundamentals of a given reality implies dealing with
its nature and accepting its evolution laws. In the short or the long run the evolution
of a given reality will drive towards its nature.
Fundamental analysis provides the tools to describe the nature of a reality in order
to forecast its evolution. Evolution can be inhibited and catalyzed by human actions; but it cannot be changed.

Technical analysis
Technical analysis deals with the cause-effect relation between “variables” that
have been identified by making a systemic compromise.
In order to be able to manage a reality in everyday actions it is necessary to define
it with systemic tools.
Systemic tools are based on cause-effect relations and therefore the result of transforming a complex reality into a simple system downgrades the possibilities of
success. In technical analysis success becomes probabilistic.
Fundamental analysis defines the possibilities (0 or 1) and technical analysis defines the probabilities (from 0 to 1).
Fundamental analysis has been downgraded during the last 30 years. As there were
no objective tools to approach it, it was considered as the “subjective” aspects of
technical analysis.
The discovery of the unicist theory of evolution and the structure of the concept
that regulate the evolution of living beings and their deeds, established the structure
for fundamental analysis integrating it with technical analysis in order to develop
reliable knowledge (see annex)

Book I
The Crisis 2008
and the building of counter-cyclical solutions
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Preface
The financial crisis 2008 is not just one more crisis. It is a structural
crisis where the roots of the capitalist system have been threatened.
The capitalist system is not only based on private property, it is based
on trust and credibility and the integration of the population in the
property of the economic institutions.
The financial crisis broke the integration of the system between the
market and the companies and between the companies and their
shareholders.
This crisis will provoke the generation of a more stable organization
of markets. Speed of growth will recover in all those countries where
there is a gap of added value to be empowered using technologies.
But growth will be lower than in the past.

The Crisis

SHAREHOLDER

COMPANY
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We will begin with a synthetic presentation of the history of the crisis
and the expected solution.
The history of the crisis has two basic preconditions and two main
triggering causes.
The preconditions are the fall of the communist system and the use of
consumerism in order to sustain scarcity as an economic driver.
The two triggering causes were the technological plateau and shareholders dominance in economic organizations.
The dot.com “prelude” was a demonstration of the technological
plateau and of shareholders’ dominance using the money of the
“market”.
Financial / Growth Crisis 2008 - History and Projection
Top-down Economic
System (Communism)

Bottom-up Economic
System (Capitalism)

Perestroika (1987)
Consumerism
(Artificial Scarcity)
Fall of Berlin Wall (1989)
Technological
Plateau
Restructuring of
Top-down
Economic Models

Shareholders’
Dominance

Asset Overvaluation
Dot.com Prelude (2001)
Business Ethics

Financial
Crisis 2008
Institutionalized Economy
Controlling

Catalyzing

Entropy Inhibiting
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Considering the forecast made using the unicist ontology of evolution, the recovery from the crisis will be based on a structural change
of the rules of the game.
Economy will be much more institutionalized with two extreme different solutions.
Those who believe in bottom-up development will develop strong
institutions to inhibit the entropy of the economic system.
Those who believe in top-down development will develop institutions to control the market. In the middle, there will be different solutions to catalyze the market growth.
Considering similar economic structures, bottom-up approaches will
grow faster than top-down approaches. Top-down approaches will
develop in a more secure and slower way and with a higher risk of
corruption.
Feudalist capitalism, where there is no real participation of the market in the property of companies will develop naturally towards a topdown approach.
Denial of the crisis is a natural response when structures quake. Denial has two aspects. The positive aspect is that it avoids uncontrollable changes. The negative aspect is that it inhibits the evolution of
counter-cycles.
Globalization, being a controversial word in the past, will begin to
make sense in order to build the new economic system.
The different types of democracy will develop their bottom-up and
top-down trade-offs in order to maintain their participation model.
Businesses have the responsibility to survive and at the same time to
develop growth counter-cyclical strategies.
13
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The necessary condition to build a counter-cycle is the development
of a niche market. These niche markets behave like parallel realities.
To access a counter-cyclical effect it is necessary to change the concept of what is being offered to the market. The concept to be introduced might be redundant with the existing concept, with the implicit
risk of cannibalization. It also might be complementary generating an
adjacent market.
The introduction of a different concept of product or service does not
generate a counter-cycle. Counter-cycles require also the existence of
credibility and trust. Its implementation requires similar or complementary products and services but based on a different concept.
Counter-cyclical strategies require creativity and innovation.

For those who decide to deepen their approach to the unicist theory the reading of
the following books is recommended:
Unicist Country Future Research - An ontological approach
Globalization: the new tower of Babel?
Unicist Econometrics
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution - The ontogenetic intelligence of nature
Unicist Mechanics - Business Application
Unicist Ontology of History - Unicist Methodology for Historical Research
Unicist Logic and its Mathematics - The Structure for Unicist Ontological Analysis
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Economic growth crisis triggered by the financial
crisis of 2008 and the building of
counter-cyclical strategies
Introduction
This is a fundamental approach to economic growth. Fundamentals
describe and implicitly define the ontology of a reality. Ontology describes the nature of a reality and fundamentals are the synthesis of
that description. Fundamentals are the objects included in the ontology.
Although human growth is part of nature, the development of an industrial approach to deal with nature made human growth on one
hand a natural impulse but, on the other hand, an artificial activity to
ensure evolution for the next generations.

Unicist Double Pendulum
Expansion

Security

Freedom

Contraction

Copyright © Peter Belohlavek / The Unicist Research Institute
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Expansive cycles and contractive cycles are within the nature of evolution. Security and freedom seeking activities are also included in
evolution. Managing economic growth is supposed to minimize the
amplitude of the expansive and contractive cycles in order to avoid
the costs that are implicit.

Economic growth
The research on the unicist theory of economic growth was presented
in 1993 to provide a solution to approach the fundamentals of democratic economic systems, after the change of the rules of the game
produced by the demonstrated economic dysfunctionality of the absolutist economy systems (i.e. communism).
In 1993 the functional concept of the economic growth was presented
after 15 years of research and application in the private sector.
Two milestones happened during the research and application of the
fundamental approach to economic growth. Perestroika, in 1987, was
the recognition of the failure of the absolutist economic approach and
the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 was the second icon.
Economic concept pre-Perestroika
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Wellbeing
Purpose (*)

(*) Unicist Thinking allows
emulating nature and
makes the integration of
the two dualistic
approaches possible.

World Economic
Context

0 0
3
1

2

Involution

Evolution
Top Down Economy
Maximal Strategy

-1

Active Function

Bottom up Economy

The numbers 0 – 1 – 2 – 3 represent
the steps of Ontogenetic Evolution.

Minimum Strategy
Energy Conservation Function

The numbers 0 to -1 represent the
steps of Ontogenetic Involution.
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What few saw is the fact that the fall of capitalist’s anti-system provoked a structural disequilibrium of capitalism.
Private driven economy has shown to be providing a more satisfactory solution for the wellbeing of population in central countries which
were considered as “role models” for the rest of the world.
The fall of the antithesis proposed by the communist system was considered as a universal final solution for the economic approach.
The general public considered the solution as final and “The End of
History and the Last Man” (Francis Fukuyama) was the music people
needed to hear to find a final, stable and timeless solution.
From a conceptual point of view the hypothetical behavior of economics should have been from then on ruled by the truth of a system
that had no antithesis.
Economic concept after communist economic failure
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Wellbeing
Purpose (*)

(*) Unicist Thinking allows
emulating nature and
makes the integration of
the two dualistic
approaches possible.

World Economic
Context

0 0
3
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2
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-1
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The numbers 0 – 1 – 2 – 3 represent
the steps of Ontogenetic Evolution.

Minimum Strategy
Energy Conservation Function

The numbers 0 to -1 represent the
steps of Ontogenetic Involution.

Truth structures a stagnated situation that enables extreme dysfunctionalities without being affected.
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Our forecast
Our forecast was that the situation required the change of the rules of
the game of capitalist economy with the inclusion of strict ethical behaviors. The palliatives that were used by “rich” economies in order
to maintain a sense of scarcity to foster productive behavior had to be
under the control of this ethics.
Economic concept after capitalist dominance
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Wellbeing
Purpose (*)

(*) Unicist Thinking allows
emulating nature and
makes the integration of
the two dualistic
approaches possible.

World Economic
Context

0 0
3
1
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-1
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The numbers 0 – 1 – 2 – 3 represent
the steps of Ontogenetic Evolution.

Minimum Strategy
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The numbers 0 to -1 represent the
steps of Ontogenetic Involution.

Introducing an ethic in a global economy requires at least one generation. Imagining that a change of this magnitude can happen in some
years is illusory.

The unicist economic growth theory applied to the
financial crisis 2008
The unicist theory of economic growth defines the fundamentals of
economic growth.
It is not contradictory with the pre-existing economic growth theories
that are being managed, but it establishes the natural conditions (fundamentals) that must be respected in order to sustain a stable economic growth for economies.
18
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If you would like to find discussion parameters on the unicist economic theory we recommend you to consider the main authors that
influenced its development: John Maynard Keynes, Paul Romer,
Robert Solow and Joseph Schumpeter.
Stable does not mean rigid. Stable implies low amplitude of the cycles between expansion and contraction.
Economic growth’s purpose is to expand the possibilities of a culture
for the wellbeing of the coming generations.

Economic crises
An economic crisis is perhaps the most complex problem to deal with
because of the natural tendency of individuals to enter in an energy
conservation attitude when something goes wrong. This naturally
helps them to “survive” but at the same time fosters the contraction
of the system.
This attitude is human and unavoidable. Therefore it is necessary to
understand that during a structural crisis individuals will begin to
face it with an attitude that provokes a deepening of the crisis.
Taxonomy of Involution
PURPOSE

0

ACTIVE
PRINCIPLE

1
ENERGY CONSERVATION
PRINCIPLE
PURPOSE

3

STRUCTURE OF A
SUB-CONCEPT
ACTIVE
PRINCIPLE

ENERGY CONSERVATION
PRINCIPLE

STRUCTURE OF
A CONCEPT

2
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The purpose of expanding is abandoned and is replaced by the purpose of surviving. Thus the general crisis is fostered but the individual’s survival is “ensured” until the crisis enters in a terminal stage.
To generate a counter-cyclical behavior it is necessary to enter in the
cycle of action and this is only possible when individuals have their
survival ensured.
Taxonomy of Evolution
PURPOSE

Structure of
a Concept

3 0

1
ACTIVE PRINCIPLE

2
ENERGY CONSERVATION
PRINCIPLE

The unicist theory of growth
Economic growth is based on an action principle which is defined by
the technological driver and an energy conservation principle based
on the avoidance of scarcity.
The Unicist Ontology of Economic Growth
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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If we describe the concept of economic growth, its ontology or fundamentals, we can say that economic growth is based on technology,
monetary circulation, competitiveness and scarcity.
The Unicist Ontology of Economic Growth
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Catalyst / Inhibitor of
the Minimum Strategy

TECHNOLOGY
EXPANSION

VALUE

DEMAND DRIVEN
GROWTH

SUPPLY DRIVEN
GROWTH

CONSUMER

Maximal Strategy

COMPETITIVENESS

SECURITY

FREEDOM
INTEGRATION

MONETARY
CIRCULATION

Minimum Strategy

PRICE

ADMINISTRATED
GROWTH

REACTIVE
GROWTH

PRODUCTIVE

CONTRACTION

Entropy Inhibitor

SCARCITY

Considering the active principle, that sustains the maximal strategy,
technology is the purpose that must be achieved in order to make an
economy grow. This purpose is put into action by a consumer’s monetary circulation and sustained by value competitiveness.
The active principle of economic growth requires:
Technology: technology implies an improvement of the generation
of added value with less energy consumption and less energy losses.
Thus the economy grows in terms of increasing the available added
value that can be traded in the community.
Consumer’s monetary circulation: is the necessary credit available
to access goods for the mass population.
Value competitiveness: is the capacity to compete providing superior value and not based on cost advantages.
21
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The energy conservation principle requires the integration of a need
to avoid scarcity, productive monetary circulation to finance the production of goods and services and price competitiveness in order to
win markets based on price advantages.
There are different levels of growth attitudes:

Reactive growth (stage 1)
Reactive growth is the growth driven by scarcity and sustained by
productive monetary circulation. It is the first level of a crisis recovery. It is very unstable because the conditions of monetary circulation
for consumers are not given.

Administrated growth (stage 2)
This is the growth fostered by state or government driven economies.
This growth is basically based on price advantages and implies the
second level of a crisis recovery. Structural crisis recovery implies
necessarily the participation of governments. If the participation happens before the first stage has been achieved, it works as a palliative
of the crisis without producing its solution.

Supply driven growth (stage 3)
It is the growth produced by the creativity of industry finding new
ways to improve the added value delivered. This produces a change
of the attitude of the market if the creative solutions fit into the unfulfilled needs of the population. It requires the existence of consumer
monetary circulation or substitutes (counter-trade). The fulfillment of
stage 2 is necessary.

22
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Demand driven growth (stage 4)
This is the final stage when the demand responds developing a growing attitude in order to improve wellbeing. This implies the existence
of a fluid financial system to provide the necessary monetary circulation to foster individuals’ consumption. The participation of the state
is unnecessary. In order to prevent a new crisis the state needs to administrate the ethic of the market (justice).

Economic growth in action
In order to make use of the fundamental approach to economic
growth it is necessary to consider that the taxonomy of the evolution
cycle must be respected:
Taxonomy of Evolution
PURPOSE

3 0

Structure of
a Concept

1
ACTIVE PRINCIPLE

2
ENERGY CONSERVATION
PRINCIPLE

After the purpose has been clarified the action principle has to be put
into action. In terms of concrete strategy this implies the development
of the maximal strategy before developing the minimum strategy.
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The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of Economic
Growth
MAXIMAL
STRATEGY

The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language
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EVOLUTION
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Growth will happen when technology provides the necessary shift to
productivity and the market accesses new added value with lower
costs.
The substitution of technologies has basically no added value to market growth. This requires the existence of a perception of scarcity in
order to sustain the minimum strategy for growth.

The substitution of scarcity in “rich environments”
Scarcity is the driver for actions. An individual acts because s/he has
the need to do so. It is impossible to expect a concrete action if individuals do not feel scarcity. Developed countries have discovered
that consumerism is a way to foster scarcity artificially.
This has been one of the causes of the 2008 crisis. Consumerism was
used by the developed cultures to sustain growth but it generated a
24
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dysfunctional market behavior. Consumerism developed into a
speculative behavior that provoked an artificial increase of the prices
of all the goods that can be owned.
Basically these goods were real state and stocks. Consumerism provoked an artificial increase of their value until the bubble exploded.
A prelude of the explosion (implosion) of the financial crisis 2008
was the dot.com bubble, peak March 10, 2000 (NASDAQ).
Artificial substitutions of fundamentals require en extremely ethical
behavior and a system controlling the entropy of the evolution. Without that ethical behavior the system explodes producing an implosion
of the market.

The macro transition
The transition implies the existence of an explicit “Institutionalized
economy”.
This implies that in different countries according to the structure of
their value system (bottom-up or top-down), there will be solutions
provided with entropy inhibiting, catalyzing and/or controlling character.
As it was described, there are three different structural problems to be
faced:
a) The urgent financial bridge
b) The shareholder dominance
c) A structural technological solution
We will begin by describing the consequences of the solution of both
the financial bridge and the technological solution.
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The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of Economic
URGENT
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PALLIATIVE
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SOLUTION
MAXIMAL
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The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language
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The financial solution provides the recovery of the minimum strategy
and the possibility of facing the structural solution of the technological plateau.
There is a short-term palliative installed if the financial solution provided by the “institutionalized economy” works. The structural solution implies dealing with shareholders’ dominance and the
technological plateau.
Those countries that only implant a financial palliative will involve
into a less efficient economy.
Shareholders’ dominance was sustained, among others, by the concepts of “Balanced Scorecard” and “Executive Rewards”.
Balanced Scorecard is the natural system to sustain companies if they
are measured in short-term actions. It was the system that was neces26
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sary to transform strategies into operational action-plans that can be
measured.
The complementation of the Balanced Scorecard with a scorecard that
measures the shareholders orientation and the market orientation will
be necessary in the future.
Its implementation naturally drives towards an integration of the companies with their shareholders and markets.

SHAREHOLDER

COMPANY

MARKET

The Unicist Scorecard model has been developed to measure the
quality of business strategies.
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Unicist business strategy scorecard
The nature of a business strategy is defined by:

Business strategy = BMI * BGI * BCI
BCI: Business Credibility Index
BMI: Business Marketplace Index
BGI: Business Growth Index

Business Credibility Index
BCI = Overall Resource Effectiveness * Market Influence Factor * ROI
Overall Resource Effectiveness = Productivity * Quality * Availability
Market Influence Factor = Business * Product * Marketing
ROI = Margin * Leverage * Rotation

Business Marketplace Index
BMI = Natural Growth * Scenario Stability * Competitive Advantage
Natural Growth = Functional Needs * Technological Trends * Expectations
Scenario Stability = Social Stability * Economic Stability * Political Stability
Competitive Advantage = Brand * Technology * Product Differentiation

Business Growth Index
BGI = Growth * Market Influence Factor * Overall Resource Effectiveness
Growth = Competitive Advantage * Innovation * Technology
Market Influence Factor = Business * Product * Marketing
Overall Resource Effectiveness = Productivity * Quality * Availability

Executive rewards were basically driven by an “Entrepreneurial philosophy” and not by an “Enterprising philosophy”. Therefore they
rewarded basically short term “equity value” production without taking into account the long term consequences.
Executive rewards systems fostered shareholders orientation (intrapreneuring) without considering the long term market consequences.
Executives had the short term benefits based on the short term success of the company. This is natural for an entrepreneuring company
but not for an enterprise.
The integration of companies with their markets and their shareholders requires a different approach. It requires the integration of markets, products, businesses and shareholders. If this is not considered
in the reward system paradoxical results are being fostered.
28
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The Unicist Ontology of the Organizational Meta-model
in Unicist Standard Language
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The need for an evaluation of the capacity to integrate the operational
needs of the company, the market, the shareholder and the environment implies a structural change of the talents necessary to drive a
business.
The unicist competencies model integrates the business model, its
corresponding natural organization and the competencies required by
the members of an organization to manage the tools to obtain effective results.
Maximal strategies of companies require the integration of strategic
talents, business talents and leadership talents.
Minimum strategies of businesses require the integration of institutional talents, operational talents and personal development talents.
This adaptation to the natural approach to business in terms of responsibility implies a need to shift the business management approach.
Market leaders and innovators need to do it. Followers can continue
with the existing business rules.
29
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The forecast
The past and the future are not symmetric. What is coming necessarily includes all the structures built in the past but will be essentially
different.

The coming ideologies
Ideologies, as described by the unicist ontology, are beliefs that use
technologies to sustain interests within the functional myths of a culture.
This means that if there is a change of the economic drivers in the
economic system of the world it will imply a “subtle” change of the
dominant ideologies.

30
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It will be a subtle change because ideological changes cannot supersede the dominant myths of cultures. They can only provide a better
solution within the limits of what is accepted in a culture.

Two extreme polarities
On the one hand, the role of the “Homus Autonomus” will be fostered by the crisis. This implies a more individualistic and tribal attitude to cover the personal needs of those who feel endangered by the
changes.
On the other hand, the future will be more institutionalized. But this
institutionalization will require three different levels:
a) Global institutionalization to define an entropy inhibiting financial system;
b) Regional institutionalization to define a catalyzing and entropy inhibiting economic system. This will be applicable to institutionalized regions like the EU;
c) National economic institutionalization to inhibit entropy
and/or catalyze the economy and/or control it.
This will provoke both a globalization and a nationalization model
working overlapped.
The history of economic development demonstrated that economic
models do not respond to ontogenetic or phylogenetic evolution laws.
They respond to needs and are driven by an individual will driven
behavior.
That is why economic models are limited by the ideological models
of the cultures to ensure they do not provoke paradoxical effects.
Paradoxical effects are produced when the ideology is not functional
and so behaves as a fallacious myth for the culture.
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Dominant economic drivers (*)
Natural
resources (*)

Industrial
Inventions (*)

Industry (*)

Finance (*)

Markets (*)

Economic conflicts

From
XIX Century
From
XX Century
From 30’s
Depression

From
2009

1)

Property of natural
resources

2)

Technological Capital

3)

Industrial processes

4)

Financial resources

5)

Growth possibilities

1)
2)
3)
4)

5) Institutionalized Economy

Employment: the driver of the next future
There is no possible growth if people have no jobs. Employment will
be the driver of local actions in the world. The expansion of democracy implies the expansion of “political marketing”.
While the State, in mature democracies, is independent from governmental actions, governments are sustained by elections. Governments rule the short and middle term scenarios while State
institutions define the rules of the long term actions.
To win elections it is necessary to foster the wellbeing of the voters.
Therefore, from a practical point of view, employment will be a
worldwide driver.
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Employment will promote nationalist, regionalist and global ideologies, depending on the interests involved in the situation. The more
evolving a culture is, the more conflictive the situation. The problem
of unemployment will have the same effects in subsistent, top-down
and involving countries, but in these cases the conflict will be lower.
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Conclusion
The new counter-cycle will be stable when the financial crisis is part
of the past, the fostering of innovation and technology is generating
new expansive businesses and the entropy produced by share-holder
dominance has been inhibited.
Until these goals have been achieved there will be a transition period
in which companies will be developing their own counter-cycles.

Counter-cyclical strategies
Counter-cyclical strategies are the beginning of a structural crisis recovery. They are the way reactive growth actions are implemented.
The Unicist Ontology of Counter-cyclical Growth
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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The building of counter-cycles implies the existence of a new ethic
and an expectancy that “something is going to happen now”.
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The expectancy is the action driver and the new ethic is the energy
conservation function that ensures the counter-cycle to work.
Counter-cycles work by niches. This implies a hard work to be developed finding the niches that need an expansion.
In a crisis everybody appears to need an expansive action, but only
few believe that they are able to do it.
The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of Counter-cyclical
Growth

MAXIMAL
STRATEGY

The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language
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Therefore it is necessary to select the niches that are mentally prepared to accept a counter-cyclical approach in order to deal with the
adequate segment.
Maximal strategies require that the proposed solution be expected,
actors that offer the solution be trusted and that there is the necessary
credibility.
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Frequently, the leaders that had to face the crisis at the beginning are
not credible to propose a counter-cyclical solution. This happens both
in the private and in the public sector.
Credibility is the catalyst of the beginning of any counter-cycle. At
this stage “prove” of credibility is the price that has to be paid.
Without “prove” that a counter-cycle works, it is only another bubble
in the pathway until the crisis has been overcome.

Stages and segment of a counter-cyclical strategy
There are stages that need to be fulfilled until a counter-cyclical strategy can achieve the goal of establishing a new level of stability.
The Unicist Ontology of Counter-cyclical Growth
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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At the beginning you can only count on optimists, the second stage
implies that the optimists turn into conservatives when the credibility
has been proven.
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At the third stage they begin to be believers and at the end of the
counter-cyclical period they create the new conditions to develop
growth.
The first two stages imply the development of a new functional ethic.
This ethic takes time because it implies a cultural change that must be
implemented.
There are no counter-cycles based on the same ethic that drove to the
crisis. Therefore, the new ethic begins to work as soon as it is perceived as functional.
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Business strategic approach to face counter-cycles
The development of a counter-cyclical strategy implies a carefully
designed strategy. It is the most challenging and difficult problem to
be faced by an organization.
To face this problem we will provide in the following pages the universal description of how to design a universal strategy in order to
achieve the goals of developing a solution to the problem.
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The Unicist Ontology of Universal Strategy
Universal strategy is defined as the conscious action to influence an
environment to achieve an objective. This objective implies growth.
The procedure to develop a strategy is defined by its taxonomy.
There is a universal taxonomy for strategy building that is presented
in this abstract, but each application field requires its specific taxonomy considering its ontogenesis.
Therefore strategy implies being aware of the actual reality understanding the implicit trends and knowing the threats and opportunities.

Unicist Approach to Business Strategy
Unicist
global/local
future
scenarios

Unicist
Organization
Metamodels

Unicist
Strategy
Building
Process

Unicist
Thinking
Methodology

Unicist
Market
Segmentation
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Monitor

Reflection:
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5 Why
Method

Input:
Unicist
diagnosis’
Conceptual
Design

Output:
Unicist
Strategy’s
Conceptual
Design

Diagnostics group for
conceptual design

Unicist
Reflection
Methodology

Action Plan &
Balanced Scorecard
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Conscious actions imply necessarily a trade-off. Individuals and institutions grow because they appropriate more energy than they deliver.
Therefore strategies are only successful in the long run when the procedure of strategies includes a solution to minimize the cost of the
delivered value.
Strategies always include the following agents: the individual or organization, a “competitor” and a “client”. Competitors are those who
are willing to occupy the same vital space. Clients are those who receive the added value one delivers. The client can be the whole environment as an entity or an individual.
Strategies include naturally two elements to adapt to reality: an active
element to increase the vital space while adding value and an energy
conservation function to ensure the survival of the organization or
individual
Unicist Ontology of Strategy
in Unicist Standard Language
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Thus from an operational standpoint a strategy is basically defined by
the integration of a maximal strategy and a minimum strategy to
adapt to the environment.
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Adaptation does not imply overadaptation. Adaptation implies influencing the environment while being influenced by it.

Unicist Ontogenetic Map of Strategy Building
The Unicist Ontology in Unicist Standard Language
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Maximal strategies are based on adding value to the environment
while winning in the specific environment they work in, sustained by
the power they have to influence the context.
Maximal strategies define two positions in the environment:
1) On the one hand, maximal strategies are natural to leaders that
exert a dominant position in the environment
2) On the other hand, they are natural to influential individuals
or organizations.
Minimum strategies are based on developing win-win strategies and
paying the prices necessary to survive.
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The Unicist Ontogenetic
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The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language
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An organization or individual is equilibrated when minimum strategies are built to ensure the survival, while maximal strategies are being developed.
When an organization has only minimum strategies it tends to disappear. Minimum strategies are necessary to ensure growth or marginal
survival.
The influence an individual or organization has on the environment
functions as a catalyst for the development of a minimum strategy.
The lack of influence acts as an inhibitor and endangers survival.
Growth as a trend of the environment and as a need of the individual
or organization is the driver of the minimum strategy.
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Minimum strategies are driven by the need to grow and are catalyzed
by the influence the organization or the individual has in the environment.
When there is neither a driver nor a catalyst, the minimum strategies become desperate survival efforts to permit an organization or individual
to be alive the next day. In that case there are no strategies, but there are
just intuitive and common sense driven actions to ensure survival.

Long term strategies
Long term strategies imply the recognition of the gravitational forces
that underlay in a specific activity.
An example will clarify how gravitational forces work following the
rules of gravitation established in the Unicist Ontology of Evolution:
Integration and Structure of the Unified Field and Gravitational Forces
for a Country Scenario Building
Operative Concepts

Functional Concepts
SCENARIO

Archetypes

State Action

Long Term
Gravitational
Forces

Short Term

Short Term Scenario

State Action

Long Term Scenario
Archetypes
Global Gravitational Forces
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Globalization influences archetypes, archetypes influence the long
term scenario of a country, the long term trends influence the short
term scenario and the short term scenario influences the specific actions of a State.
A specific strategy occurs within the influence of these gravitational
forces.
The logical behavior of the influence of the environment on a strategy can be described as follows:

The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of Universal
Strategy Building
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The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language
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This description goes beyond the limits of a specific strategy entering
the field of a general strategy of an individual or organization on the
environment.
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The implicit purpose that is present in the essential concept of a universal strategy is expansion. The purpose of strategies, in the long
run, is to expand in an environment.
When the purpose is to survive we are not talking about a universal
strategy, we are talking about a specific need of an individual or organization that is threatened by the environment.
In order to expand an individual needs to build a wider vital space.
This building, in the long run, requires a conscious plan. That is what
we call strategy in the wide sense.
A strategy is a conscious plan to sustain expansion and guide the
building of a wider vital space.
The capacity to share the vital space is the natural catalyst of an expansive strategy and the need to grow is the driver.
In this case growth is put into action by the influencing capacity of an
individual or organization within the necessary limits of overadapting
in an environment to evolve within the limits established by a culture.

Unicist Taxonomy of Universal Strategies
The unicist taxonomy defines the steps to be fulfilled sequentially in
the strategy building process:

Unicist Taxonomy
0) Future scenario building – including the restricted and wide
context and gravitational forces.
1) Vital space future scenario building
2) Restricted context present scenario building
3) Winning procedure definition
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4) Influencing approach and implementation plan
5) Value adding implementation plan
6) Win-win procedure and implementation plan
7) Definition of the prices to be paid and the implementation plan
8) Survival requirements definition
9) Restricted context growth plan
10) Pilot tests – non-destructive and destructive – and recycling
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Conclusions
The human approach to strategy is defined as the conscious planning
of human beings to influence the environment when such environment is uncertain, risky, complex or conflictive.
Influencing implies that the actions of a developed strategy will occur
in the future.
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The unicist strategic approach implies the building of a natural complementation with the “client” and a competitive strategy with “competitors”.

The competitive triangle
Competition & Complementation

A

A’

B
C

Company

B’
=C

Competition

Competitor

Complementation
B

Customer

A
C
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Strategy building implies a conscious behavior; therefore it implies
intuitive but also emotional and rational conducts. Respecting taxonomies diminishes the risk of fallacies and paradoxical results. Pilot
testing is necessary to secure the validity of a strategy.
As it is a conscious behavior, it evolves with individual and social
evolution. Childhood, adolescence and maturity are the three ascending levels of evolution.
This implies that individual strategy building can be fostered, catalyzed, inhibited and trained.
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Book II
Bottom-up and Top-down models
and the cultural change to build counter-cycles
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Democracy and Bottom-up and Top-down
economic systems
Only by understanding the nature of a culture it is possible to design
an adequate economic model that is adapted to such culture. An economic system can only work integrated within the values of a culture.
If it is not it will necessarily degrade towards dysfunctional trade-offs
before it explodes or implodes.
In the world there are different levels of democracy. In the following
pages you will find a description of the fundamental segments of democracy to be considered as an input and as a limit to define economic solutions in the public or private sector.
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Democracy and economic models
To approach the problem, the first issue to be defined is the meaning
of the word democracy.
Unicist Ontogenetic Map of Democracy (Leaders)
The Unicist Ontology in Unicist Standard Language
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Democracy can be described as the authoritative leadership of a
group or community achieving consensus and efficiency, and making
the necessary trade-offs in a context of evolution conflicts.
The concept of democracy can also be described from a participant’s
point of view.
In this case, the purpose to be achieved is efficiency, and consensus
is a procedure to be used to make things possible.
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Unicist Ontogenetic Map of Democracy (Participants)
The Unicist Ontology in Unicist Standard Language
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The ethic of democracy – extreme democracy
Consensus is the purpose of democracy. Consensus can be achieved
in many ways. Considering extreme-democracy, where consensus is
achieved “spuriously”, the Stockholm syndrome can be defined as a
type of democracy. It is what we call the anti-democracy. It achieves
the same purpose, consensus, but based on the destruction of the freewill of participants.
Four types of democracy can be conceptually defined:

Individualistic democracy – interest-based
submissive model
The goal is to foster individual evolution based on a materialistic
submissive behavior of the members of the community.
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Belonging group-based democracy – adherence
based model
This is grounded on the adherence of people to a group. The goal is
to evolve within the rules of a group. Consensus is given by the acceptance of the rules.

Elite-based democracy – Debate based model
It is based on the possibility, open to everyone, to debate the problems of a society. The existence of elites ensures the necessary stability given by an accepted establishment.

Integration-based democracy – Accordance based
model
The integration-based democracy implies an institutionalization that
structures the integration. Institutions filter the incompatibilities and
permit a smooth evolution towards efficient consensus. Fundamentalism is incompatible with democracy.

Fundamentalism
Fundamentalism cannot accept democracy. Democracy implies a bottom-up / top-down approach to reality within an established ethics.
Fundamentalism is a top-down approach based on truths. Democracy
and fundamentalism cannot deal with each other.

Conclusions
Submissive and adherence democracies tend to use top-down economic models. Debate and accordance based democracies use naturally bottom-up economic models.
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Fundamentalists do not structure economic models. The model they
use is the materialistic solution that is implicit in their fundamentalist
beliefs.
The type of democracy of a culture defines the economic model that
will be functional. Economic models function as drivers of evolution.
Using economic bottom-up models a democratic trend towards more
active participation can be fostered.
If a culture uses top-down economic models it is fostering a topdown culture.
Culture includes in its oneness the social, institutional and individual
aspects. These aspects are integrated in their implicit social, political
and economic models.
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Cultural Change
The world is facing a cultural change triggered by
the Financial Crisis
Considering the description of the history of the Financial Crisis it is
evident that we are in the middle of a cultural change.
Financial / Growth Crisis 2008 - History and Projection
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It implies the birth of a new approach to deal with economics and
new rules for the business world.
The already born Institutionalized Economy implies monitoring the
short and the long term of economic decisions. It implies the imple54
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mentation of decisions to inhibit the entropy of free systems, controlling decisions in top-down economic systems and catalyzing decisions in the field of mixed (Bottom-up and Top-down) systems.

Countries’ cultural change
Introduction
The objective of the research was to discover the ontology of cultural
evolution in general and cultural change as a specific aspect.
The essential concept of the culture of a society can by defined as the
integration of its cohesion, that defines its purpose, and is put into
action by its habits while the entropy is preserved by its myths.
The Unicist Logic of a Culture
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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This defines different types of cultures based on the characteristics of
the environment they live in:
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The Unicist Ontology of a Culture
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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Cultural change
Cultural change is promoted by the change of habits. The change of
habits threatens cultural cohesion and is therefore inhibited by the
dominating myths of a society. If habits change myths change. If
myths prevail, no changes occur.
The Functional Concept of a Culture
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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Considering the functional concept of a culture, habits are the ultimate goal of a culturalization process.
From a functional point of view cultures are defined by the ethics and
customs that sustain and put into action the habits that underlay.
The Unicist Logic of Habits
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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Habits are useful automatic behaviors which are put into action by
the automatisms that are socially accepted to produce the necessary
actions that confirm the usefulness of the habits.
The change of habits is promoted by the change of ethics in a culture.
Ethics change when they lose their functionality. Cultures evolve
based on the evolution of their ethic.
Ethic evolves when it is driven by scarcity. Scarcity promotes evolution. Abundance and poverty provoke involution.
Consumerism is an artificial way to create scarcity. It makes the evolution of wealthy societies possible. Abundance would provoke involution if it were not sustained by consumerism. This has its prices, as
all artificial evolution drivers or catalysts.
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The purpose of ethics is to sustain functionality of individuals, groups
or cultures. It is driven by the dominant morality and sustained by its
functional ideologies.
The Unicist Logic of Ethics
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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To understand evolution it must be considered that ideologies sustain
ethics. There are ideologies implicit in ethics. While ideologies are
able to sustain the functionality of a particular ethical approach, no
change happens. Therefore it is necessary to influence ideologies to
change the dominant ethic of an environment.
The Unicist Logic of Ideologies
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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Ideologies are beliefs that are put into action by specific technologies
and sustained by the interests of the individual, group or society.
Ideologies change naturally when the technologies evolve. That is
why individualistic and conservative cultures avoid technological
changes. They are threatened by them. Hindering technological
changes sustains the functionality of their ideology.
Operationally, cultural change begins when the change of its ethics
produces a change in the customs of a society.
The Unicist Logic of Customs
The Unicist Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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That implies, in case of evolution, a higher level of conscious behavior. Culture changes when these new conscious behaviors prove to be
functional to produce the necessary actions to provide added value
and obtain the counterpart. Then they will be socially accepted and
habits begin to change.
Corruption is the natural “tool” to avoid cultural changes. Corruption
is defined as a simple way to gain consensus disregarding the rules of
cooperation and competitiveness that are basic in cultural cohesion.
Corruption, while hindering cultural changes, provokes involution.
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Synthesis
Cultural change of societies is catalyzed by the change of its ethics.
The Unicist Logic of a
Culture
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The Unicist Ontogenetic Map
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Change in ethics implies the existence of new functional needs that
provoke the change of the dominant morality. Evolution is promoted
if this change is sustained by a new technology that is able to modify
the ideological myths of the existent ethic.
Therefore, the first step to promote a cultural change is the dissemination of a new ethic. To do so it is necessary to have the technology
to adapt to the changes of the environment. Only a change in the environment makes a cultural change necessary and possible.
On one hand, there are structural changes produced by natural changes of the environment or of competing environments.
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And on the other hand, there are changes produced by the double dialectics of evolution: between expansion and contraction and between
security and freedom.

Unicist Double Pendulum
Expansion

Security

Freedom

Contraction
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Cultural change implies centrally the change of customs. Evolution
implies a higher level of conscious actions.
Lowering the level of consciousness fosters involution. The drivers
of change are the necessary automated useful behaviors.
The catalyst of change is the ideology implicit in the new ethic. The
ideology inhibits the cultural change if it is not accepted as a superior
myth.
Although this research was developed to predict and influence cultural changes of countries, it is applicable to institutional changes.
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Groundings of the
Unicist Fundamental Analysis
applied to Economics
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Introduction to
the Unicist Ontology of Evolution
The Unicist Laws of Evolution*

Predictive Sciences vs. Explanatory Sciences
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution marks a new starting point.
The theory explains and predicts the evolution of living beings, their
produces and their actions in a unified field, ruled by concepts and
their natural laws.
The most relevant application fields are future research, strategy, institutional evolution, Man’s individual development and his learning
process. This theory enables the analysis of and influence upon complex realities. Its reliability has been proven in its application during
the last three decades.
The development of this theory started in 1976 and ended in 2003
with the discovery of the origin of fallacies. Fallacies have been and
remain a major obstacle to overcome for the understanding of institutions, countries and individuals.
The discovery of the structure of concepts ruling the evolution of living beings set the grounds for The Unicist Ontology of Evolution.
The theory fathoms into the most censored aspects of human behavior: his own evolution.

*Based on an excerpt of the Book “The Unicist Ontology of Evolution: the ontogenetic intelligence of
nature” by Peter Belohlavek.
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Synthesis of the Unicist Ontology of Evolution
A living creature’s evolution is ruled by its concept. The concept is
the functional logical structure of a living creature that defines it as
unique both in its species and individuality.
Each living creature has a central concept that regulates its evolution
and describes its purpose, the procedure under which it faces adaptation to reality and the action guide within which it develops the procedure so as not to trespass the limits of its purpose.
The concept describes a living creatures’ functionality. It defines its
intrinsic concept.
Living creatures naturally transfer this functionality to the environment where they act, depositing functions that have the living creature’s same logical structure and that generate the existence of
extrinsic concepts.
These concepts have the same logical structure but they are not implicit in inanimate beings; they are deposited by the living creatures
they are functional to.
The concept arranges the living creatures’ chaos. It is the attractor
which structures the chaotic behaviors of a living creature’s environment and arranges them to make them operable and functional to
evolution or involution, should any be the case.

Introduction to Evolution
There is evolution whenever a being, as an individual or as a species,
institution, culture or a given reality reaches a higher level of functionality in its process of adaptation to the environment.
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There is a higher functionality when such capacity to influence the
environment increases, and with it, the added value and the individual’s capacity of self-growth. Whenever he does so at the expense of
the environment, there is involution.
There is also involution when the level of functionality decreases.
In order to understand an evolution theory one needs to be operating
it in a field of reality whose completeness one has fully apprehended.
Whenever one does not perceive it within the sphere one is fully
adapted to, that is, is influenced by and bears influence on, adds value and gets value in return, an Evolution Theory is solely apprehended from a rational stand, thus transforming it necessarily in mechanic
and deterministic.
Therefore, all those interested in apprehending The Unicist Ontology
of Evolution should read it seeking an intrinsic logical structure and
its added value to fields where the reader can adapt perfectly well.
This implies that in order to actually apprehend an evolution theory
one should imagine it as explaining fields where the one interested
does not need an Evolution Theory. All rational learning of an evolution theory inevitably leads to taboo and thus, to the lack of understanding.

Chaos and Evolution
According to the Unicist Ontology of Evolution, chaos does not exist
in objective terms; chaos is any situation within which the individual
does not manage to structure the evolution of a complex system.
Complexity is an issue related to the observer and thus, chaos theory
is a theory of Man’s subjectivity in its attempt to influence a given
reality.
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All along the process of analysis of evolution, contemplated from
different viewpoints we will describe chaos as the consequence of
exerting influence on realities whose laws of evolution remain unknown.

Living Creatures
Living creatures are those able to adapt, reproduce, grow and die by
themselves. The transcribed living creature concept may be decomposed into sub-concepts that regulate the evolution of the living creature’s “sub-systems”.
There are virtual life beings which follow the same rules than living
creatures.
For instance, institutions have a “virtual life” provided they can
adapt, reproduce, grow and die. Therefore, those institutions which
are beyond the men integrating them, have intrinsic concepts.

Unicist Ontology of Evolution
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution structures how the “infinite” elements that participate in evolution are arranged around concepts
which offer functionality models and which, when exceeded by actions, produce chaotic instants that end up in death or in a new order
with new functional concepts.
This explains why The Unicist Ontology of Evolution is far from being a deterministic theory; it structurally operates in the world of
possibilities and in terms of juncture, in the world of probabilities.
There are no probabilities in the conceptual world; everything is
“possibility”. These possibilities are infinite a priori and, in the light
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of functional concepts, they arrange and offer a finite span of possibilities which make it possible to forecast what is going to occur,
provided there is no unexpected “butterfly effect”.
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution asserts that concepts regulate the
living creature’s functionality and evolution.
Living creature’s development is ruled by the evolution of their intrinsic concepts. A concept is an operational logical structure that
determines a living creature’s functionality. Therefore, concepts describe both the living creatures’ essences and their evolution laws.
This means stating the fact that concepts preexist within the subject
and imply a huge difficulty to be apprehended. Concepts can only be
discovered, they cannot be “built”.
Concepts define the logical and pre-logical behavior of living creatures. At the same time, concepts exert influence on the living creatures’ functionality and adaptation to the environment, and they also
structure their evolution.
By living creatures it is understood all those that are capable of
growing, reproducing, adapting to the environment and dying by
themselves.
The living creature concept contains a finite number of sub-concepts
that regulate the operation of the living creature’s subsystems but
which are also conditioned to it.
Living creatures, human beings in particular, can only have a very
partial access to their concepts although they can approach subconcepts which are functional to their observable activities. This is
how they are able to understand evolution without having to reach
those ultimate structuring causes.
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The Unicist Ontology of Evolution is not deterministic since the possibilities open in the conceptual structures are so huge that it can only
determine tendencies in situations where the living creature evolves
or involves.
When a living creature enters chaos, because its concept became dysfunctional to the environment it acts upon, there is no possibility of
forecasting its evolution except for the assertion that chaos will come
to an end.
Chaos will end up either in the living creature’s death or in a new
functional concept better adapted to the environment.
It is easier to forecast involution that evolution. Involution has a clear
end: “death”. Evolution offers multiple possibilities.

Concepts
Concepts describe the living creatures’ essences and their evolution
laws. Living creatures possess intrinsic concepts.
This means that they exist in themselves and only need discovering. Inanimate beings have extrinsic concepts. Inanimate beings have those
concepts that are deposited in them according to their functionality.
Concepts determine the logical and pre-logical behavior of living
creatures. This is why the concepts structure is cross-cultural, since
there is a generic concept for each species that defines it as such , and
it is also timeless as long as the species does not become extinct.

The concept as an evolution regulator
There is one concept that describes the essential functional structure
regulating evolution. It could be intrinsic to a being and regulate its
evolution, determining its functionality.
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However there are extrinsic concepts which are those that men place
on subjects and objects surrounding them. In this case, concepts determine a “credibility of functionality”.
A concept is set by three elements. Its purpose or substantive function defines the being’s vital function. The purpose of all living organism is that of staying alive.
The verbal function complies with its function so that the living organism evolves and thus entropy is implicit.
The goal of the adverbial function is that of preserving the being’s
energy therefore limiting the verbal function so that the purpose does
not change.
The Unicist Logic of the Intrinsic Concept
Vital Functionality
- Purpose
- Central Value
- Substantive Function

Intrinsic
Concept
Supplement

Complement

Action
- Procedure
- Antithetic Value
- Verbal Function

Conservation
- Action Guide
- Homeostatic Value
- Adverbial Function
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Evolution of a given reality, once we know the concepts map, starts
with a modification of an action.
If we observe the functionality of the human nervous system and assess it in a conceptual way, we will notice that if the motor system
performs dysfunctional actions to the vital function, such as, putting
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a hand on fire, the sensory system shall have to develop maximum
capacity to endure the pain to avoid the situation from destabilizing.
The Concept of the Nervous System
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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But if the sensory system can no longer compensate the dysfunctional action performed by the motor system, the withdrawal of the hand
from the fire takes place, or a functional alteration in the hand that
the man has placed on the fire, hence losing the vital functionality of
the said one.
The functionality area of the member disappears and its function becomes “0” (zero). It ceases to comply with its function within the living organism that will need to make up for its lack with other
functions capable of complying with the same role and task.

Complementation and Supplementation laws
The purpose, the conservation function and the active function of a
concept are integrated by logical rules which sustain their unity.
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The Ontological Structure of a Concept
Central Value
Purpose
Substantive Function

Concept

Supplement

Complement

Antithetic Value
Active Principle (Entropy)
Verbal Function

Homeostatic Value
Energy Conservation Principle
Adverbial Function
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While the purpose and the active function are sustained by the supplementation law, the purpose and the conservation function are integrated by the complementation law.

Supplementation law
It is a relation between elements with redundant purposes and verbal
functions, having a different homeostatic element. One of the elements has a superior “myth” that challenges the evolution of reality.

Complementation law
It is an interdependent relation between two elements, actions or ideas. Each one of these elements has what the other element requires
and they both have a coincident homeostatic element.
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Supplementation and Complementation Laws
Unicist ontological structure of a concept
A
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Complements sustain the weaknesses of the purpose to avoid the entropy produced by the action.
When the homeostatic value can buffer the changes produced by the
active function, the functionality/credibility zone is relatively stable.

The essential concept
The evolution of living beings is regulated by their essential concepts. It includes an action generating functional sub-concept and an
energy conservation contractive sub-concept.
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Unicist Ontogenetic Map of the Essential Concept
The Unicist Ontology in Unicist Standard Language
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The most difficult human task is the introspection to apprehend the
essential concept of a given reality or a living being.
It requires reflection, the validation of the conclusions and a long period of accurate prognostics. Essential concepts cannot be falsified
because of their intrinsic characteristic of being essential.
The essential concept’s functional sub-concept is a concept in itself.
It includes an action generating verbal function, an energy conservation adverbial function and a purpose defining its vital functionality.
When approaching a functional concept, its action is observed, its
conservation is perceived and the purpose is intuited.
The action, conservation and expansion functions define a set. The
less perceivable element of such set defines how to approach a concept. The perception of the purpose requires an intuitive approach.
Therefore a functional concept must be approached intuitively.
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The Essential Concept and the Functional Concept
The Unicist Ontology in Unicist Standard Language
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The verbal function of an essential concept is a functional purpose
that requires an intuitive approach.
The adverbial function - the energy conservation function - of an essential concept is a concept in itself; it can only be intuited. The vital
function defines de ultimate purpose of the living being or complex
reality.
Because of the abstractness of this description it can only be shown
in an example.
To demonstrate the functionality of essential concepts we have chosen a well known example: educational culture.
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Example of an essential concept: educational
culture
As it has been said before, the essential concept is integrated by an
action generating functional concept to maintain the being alive, and
an energy conservation contractive concept to ensure survival.
The functional concept’s purpose of educational culture is learning
and the purpose of the contractive concept is teaching.
These two concepts define the verbal and adverbial functions of the
educational culture’s essential concept.

The Unicist Logic of the Educational Culture
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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Conceptual Structure of the Essential Concept
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language
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This defines the structure of essential concepts in ontological terms.
This ontological structure defines the consequent and implicit logical
inferences.
Ontological structure of the components of the essential
concept's verbal and adverbial function
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1) Educational culture implies an integration of learning and
teaching. But learning is the starting point of the process.
2) Learning processes include a dose of teaching which is necessary for the energy conservation of the learner.
3) Teaching processes that have not started as a learning process
tend to degrade into self-fulfilling fallacies. This happens
spontaneously when teaching is not integrated “into” a learning process.
4) Education does not exist when learning processes do not include teaching. Education requires the transmission of
knowledge and previous experiences. Learning without teaching defines a self-learning or action-oriented culture.
5) Different cultures or segments require different proportions of
learning and teaching.
6) Functional concepts, having the same structure of essential
concepts at a more operational level, are used to influence reality.
7) People, who seek to be taught what they are supposed to learn
by themselves, avoid learning and therefore generate a fallacy
in the process itself.
Concepts -whether they are essential, functional or contractive- require to be discovered. That is why concepts’ learning processes include very few teaching actions.
A high level of internal freedom, responsibility, transcendence and
energy consumption is required to discover concepts.
A person must be able to introject the reality of a given concept. He
must have the level of sympathy to vibrate in the same tune of that
particular reality. An individual may have or not, the energy to reach
the threshold to apprehend the knowledge of a concept.
Operational learning includes a high proportion of teaching actions.
Without teaching participants are disoriented.
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To develop an educational culture it is necessary to separate conceptual learning from operational learning processes. Operational learning demands lesser energy, than conceptual learning.

Mutations
We define mutation to all structural change in the purpose of a being,
or of any of its “vital subsystems”. We refer to mutation every time
that a subsystem is somehow annulled for some non-“traumatic” reason, and this is hence transmitted to future generations.
Modifications of functions will cause different effects according to
the role the functions comply with. Mutations occur when the purpose of given concepts change.
If there is a modification in the adverbial function mutations could
take place, and even if there is none, the system has lost stability and
will generate a change in the verbal function.
Socially, there is mutation when there is a change in the habits of a
given society. The purposes of a society are implicit in its habits.

The unified field
Whenever we describe an evolution theory we refer to universal laws
that are applicable to actual fields. In order to apprehend actual fields
man bears his own perception capacity restrictions. That is why different people are able to apprehend different realities.
From an objective point of view, there is only one reality. We define
this reality as a unified field restricted by an arbitrary decision,
though functional to man.
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The amplitude of the unified field depends on the capacity to adapt to
environment. The adaptation capacity belongs to the individual participating. When the individual merely seeks to flow through environment and subordinates to it, adaptation is not possible. The same
holds true when he intends to dominate it.
No subordinate, opponent or dominant may apprehend a unified
field. This is a restriction posed by man’s own mind.
Operating in a unified field of a certain reality, working in and with it
calls for a previous capacity to apprehend it. Even though the unified
field of a given reality includes its most abstract aspects; there is no
chance to actually apprehend it if it does not encompass its most
concrete aspects as well.
Operation is the demonstration that one has apprehended the essence
of a given reality. The term “wisdom” stems from “the ability to do”.
The depth with which a unified field may be apprehended depends
on the type of thought of individuals. One may apprehend unified
fields in their most operational aspects or go as far as possible, but
always including its operational aspects.
The different types of thought imply different depths of apprehension
of a unified field.
Many times, acting on a unified field does not require managing essential aspects since the latter are not functional to what one wants to
do. For instance, in order to make a program in a computer there is
no need to know the conceptual aspects of a computer.
Fallacies are mechanisms that avoid apprehension of a unified field
in all of its depth. When one is overwhelmed by a given reality there
are two possible paths: accept it, hence seeking to apprehend it or
not, or “solve” the conflict through fallacies.
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Evolution and Fixed Points
Reality is in motion. Man has, by nature, a great difficulty to understand this motion. One can only understand it if sized among fixed
points.
Heraclites, the Greek philosopher, said that one cannot steps into the
same river twice. Perhaps that is why he was named “Heraclites the
Obscure”.
Truth Tables (true–false) are static and can therefore be observed by
the ordinary man.
The only way to solve the issue of observing a reality in motion is by
placing fixed points working as reference. Only after watching motion from and towards fixed points we can draw a trend.
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution relies on the fixed structure set by
the concepts at a given time. While structures are defined, concepts
are in motion. This theory sets the laws of evolution that allow to
predict the motion of concepts pursuant their functionality in their
specific unified field, their gravitation forces, and the universe they
belong to.
The concepts are fixed structures that enable the determination of
trends. The credibility area of an extrinsic concept at a given time
determines the evolution starting point.

Evolution and time
Understanding evolution also implies comprehending the time within
which it occurs. Time is defined as the space of a vital cycle that
takes place between two events. Hence, time presupposes the link
between events and it makes sense to measure time if there is evolution or involution.
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There are events that occur instantaneously and others that occur in a
differed manner, between a concept and its sub-concepts.
For an individual, his personal image is necessary to establish a stable link with another.
Image is built over time, and thus a concept in which the image is a
part of, typical in commercial actions, implies the passage of time.
Times are relatively short in verbal functions, a little longer in adverbial ones which work as functional myths, and very long in the
central value. Evolution times may somehow be sped up and lowered, but they can never be changed.
In order to measure the times of a given situation or of an evolution,
it is very useful to count with the knowledge of times of a homologous situation, that is, those based on the same concepts. Times depend on concepts and not on forms. Analogous situations are of no
use to draw experience from and only serve as “time fallacies”,
which are taxonomic fallacies.

How evolution takes place
When talking about evolution, we always refer to the evolution of a
reality that is regulated by the multiple concepts organizing its “unified field”.
The question answered by The Unicist Ontology of Evolution is how
this evolution is produced and how it can be anticipated to influence
as far as it is possible.
Evolution always occurs by the “verbal function effect”. Adaptation
to the environment is lost when the action where the adverbial function is materialized stops being functional to the existence of a concept in its current state.
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In this case, there are two possibilities: either the adverbial function
compensates the dysfunctionality or it does not.
In order to adjust this, the adverbial function starts up the verbal
function it has as sub-concept of the original concept. This compensation may be reached or not.
If reached, there is an adjustment effect which is functional to the
balance at a given time and let repairing or self-repairing mechanisms adjust the dysfunctionality.
When there are no chances of repair, the balance of the credibility
area must have changed in the case of an extrinsic concept, or there
must have been a change in the functionality area when dealing with
an intrinsic concept.
It may also happen that the adverbial function (homeostasis) cannot
compensate the unbalance situation produced by the dysfunctionality
of the verbal function. Should that be the case, there is a modification
of the substantive function.
In this case, a mutation must have taken place. When purposes
change mutation occur.
Mutations may be qualitative or structural. By qualitative mutations
we mean those that modify the quality of the same structural purpose.
Structural mutations are those where the purpose changes completely. Structural mutations frequently occur when, in chaotic situations,
there appears an external gravitating force which intends to “absorb”
a unified field.
It is very difficult to know exactly when the mutation will take place
and what it will result in. What it is possible indeed is to build alternative scenarios which allow a better adaptation to the environment.
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The unicist laws of evolution
Evolution laws rule the evolution of living beings and beings with
artificial life. These laws were discovered and validated using the
ontology of evolution in the fields of individual, institutional and social evolution during the last 20 years.
The laws are:
First law: The law of intrinsic evolution and involution
Second law: The law of energy optimization
Third law: The law of gravitational forces
Fourth law: The law of the double pendulum
Fifth law: The law of mutation
Sixth law: The law of conflict
Seventh law: The law of influence

First law: The law of intrinsic evolution and
involution
The evolution of a concept or subconcept of a living being or a being
with artificial life evolves based on structural stages.
Evolution occurs when the verbal function, being the purpose of the
next stage, fulfills its goals stably, permitting the transformation of
the implicit action (the verbal function) into a substantive.
An example of this law is Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.
The evolution of ethical intelligence is another example that shows
the application of this law.
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The evolution and involution of ethical intelligence
From an ontological point of view, the evolution of the ethical intelligence starts at its lowest level which is the survivor’s ethic:

Survivor’s ethic
Survive

Earn value

Holding

The most primitive function of intelligence is to keep an individual
alive. Evolution begins at that point.
When the individual has earned enough value to ensure his survival,
the intelligence evolves to an upper level (see green dashed arrow).
In order to understand this graphic it should be reminded that the
value of the “axes” increases towards the center and decreases towards the extremes.
If survival cannot be ensured because of the lack of energy, individual complexes or addictions, the level of ethics decreases to a lower
level (see red arrow).
The lower level implies a lower morality and the use of antiintelligence.
If there is an evolution to the upper level, the individual accesses the
earned value ethic.
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Ethic of the Earned Value
Earned
value

Added
value
Survive

The use of the ethic of the earned value implies that the individual
needs to add value to achieve his purpose.
If an individual adds more value than he earns, his survival becomes
threatened, and intelligence evolves to a lower level.
Ethic degrades if the earned value cannot be gained because the added value is insufficient.
If the value added is lower than before, because of the lack of energy,
individual complexes or addictions, ethic degrades to the preceding
level.
Ethical intelligence evolves to a higher level if the added value perceived by the environment is high and if the value to grow is gained.
Considering an evolution process the next step is the ethic of added value.
Ethic of the Added Value
Added
value

Foundations
Earned
value
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The ethic of the added value requires the use of grounded knowledge
to generate value.
Adding value always implies a team. It can be a team integrated by a
provider and his “client” or a team of several providers integrated
with one or several “clients”.
The sharing of a common “vital space” is a necessary condition for
synergic teamwork to generate value.
The ethic of foundations stabilizes when groundings support the team
members and the task being developed.
When subjective actions condition the ethic of added value, a functional intuition is necessary to ensure the production of added value.
Intuition, as an individual approach to reality, avoids knowledge
sharing and questions the added value.
Ethic degrades and falls to the lower level if, because of the lack of
energy, individual complexes or fallacies, groundings do not suffice.
Ethic evolves to an upper level if groundings are solid and “sound”
enough to sustain actions in analogous and homologous fields. The
next level is the ethic of foundations.
Ethic of Foundations
Foundations

Concept
Added
value
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The conceptual approach to reality sustains the ethic of foundations.
This ethic stabilizes when the concepts underlying a certain reality
have been discovered and the groundings for operations are set.
This ethical intelligence makes the construction of a rigid operation
with flexible knowledge possible. It permits the evolution of the
foundations and ensures the ultimate goal of intelligence, which is to
adapt to the environment.
The functionality of individual’s adapting to reality is ensured when
he operates based on groundings.
This ethical intelligence sustains the influence on others, because it is
perceived as the most value-adding intelligence in the “material world”.
Ethic degrades to the next lower level when groundings are based on
fallacious concepts which turn them to be invalid.
This is the ultimate ethical intelligence in the material world. An individual can achieve a higher level of ethical intelligence only if he
sets apart his material needs, and is able to integrate the restricted
context where he lives in, with the universal context where there are
no benefits for anyone.
Conceptual Ethic
Concept

Reflection
Foundations

Conceptual ethic is the highest level of human intelligence, where
reflection integrates the individual with the environment seen in its
oneness.
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It is the ethic of wisdom. The one that achieves this level does not
decline.

Involution
Involution occurs as a consequence of the dysfunction of a verbal
function. In this example when foundations do not sustain the production of added value ethical intelligence declines to a lower level.

ETHIC OF THE ADDED VALUE
ADDED
VALUE

FOUNDATIONS
EARNED
VALUE

In this case the purpose of adding value cannot be fulfilled and adding value is transformed into a verbal function so as to be able to
change the involution cycle.

ETHIC OF THE EARNED VALUE
EARNED
VALUE

ADDED
VALUE
SURVIVE
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Second law: The law of energy optimization
Evolution of living beings and beings with artificial life occurs in
ways that optimize the difference between the energy added and the
energy consumed.
Living beings and beings with artificial life minimize the use of their
internal energy in contractive contexts. Contractive contexts are
those where energy appropriation is procured. In expansive contexts
living beings seek to optimize the energy balance.
On the one hand, when survival is not ensured, living beings tend to
minimize the energy they consume. On the other hand, those who are
added-value oriented, seek to optimize the energy balance.
Some applications:
1. Scarcity is an evolution catalyst.
2. Abundance is an evolution inhibitor.
3. Poverty is an evolution destructor.

Third law: The law of gravitational forces
Contexts influence the evolution of living beings and beings with
artificial life. This influence conditions their evolution.
There are different types of influence:
Influence impulses the verbal function of the subordinate concept
when the gravitational force is given by a superior verbal function,
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Influence catalyzes evolution or involution of the subordinate concept when the gravitational force is given by a superior adverbial
function.
Influence absorbs the vital function of the subordinate concept and
marginalizes it, when the gravitational force is given by a superior
substantive function (the purpose).
Concepts and subconcepts of a unified field are integrated by complementary and supplementary relations. They both function as adjacent gravitational forces.
Complementation empowers. When the complement comes from a
higher level, it works as a catalyst.
Supplements provide impulse. When coming from a higher level,
supplements subordinate.
Example: Gravitational forces and change management
Organizational change only takes place when two conditions are given:
1) Organizations change from the outside to the inside.
2) Organizations change from the top to the bottom.
The change from the outside to the inside means that there has to be
an external need to change that functions as a gravitational force.
The change from the top to the bottom means that if there is no internal gravitational force a natural change is impossible.
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Fourth law: The law of the double pendulum
Evolution of living beings and beings with artificial life behaves as a
double pendulum between freedom and security and between contraction and expansion.
On the one hand, the amplitude of the pendulum defines the stability
of a concept, but on the other hand, it defines the possibility of evolution.
The double pendulum law can be observed in the evolution of countries.
Developed countries are stable by definition. That means the amplitude of the pendular movement is small. Their rules are stable and
they evolve triggered by each move of the pendulum. They naturally
evolve between seeking alternatively more freedom or more security,
according to the needs of their population.
On the other hand, developing countries are used to position themselves in a contractive position. They generate a pendular movement
between their contractive position and the expansive goal they seek.

Fifth law: The law of mutation
Mutation occurs when a living being or a being with artificial life is
marginalized and his survival is threatened. In this context, living
beings mutate and adapt again when they have the necessary energy
to do so.
This law can be observed in the evolution of diseases. Viruses mutate
frequently. They mutate when they need to find new ways to survive
hostile environments.
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Mutations occur in chaotic contexts. It is hardly impossible to influence mutations to cause evolution.

Sixth law: The law of conflict
Conflicts impel evolution and involution. In case of absence of conflict living beings and beings with artificial life enter into a “parallel
world” or in a hibernation state (latent life).
1) Evolution conflicts are those where stragglers are marginalized.
2) Involution conflicts are those where “avant-gardes” are marginalized.
Living beings and beings with artificial life are marginalized when
the evolution or involution conflicts are not managed.

Seventh law: The law of influence
Humans can influence evolution. To do so they need to have the necessary energy and consciousness to define actions and their consequences on the environment.
Intuition, based on genetic intelligence, suffices when subordinating
to nature. But a functional ethical intelligence is necessary to influence the environment.
This implies having the level of consciousness necessary to apprehend the unified field the individual pretends to influence. It also implies being aware of the short and long term consequences.
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Humans try to dominate the environment when they do not have the
necessary level of consciousness to influence it. In this case they tend
to maximize individual benefits.
When adapting to the environment, ecological, social, institutional
and individual prices are paid. Sub-optimization is necessary when
making decisions to integrate the different needs. The individual’s
freedom to influence depends on his assuming the responsibility to
build a “real world”.

The Butterfly Effect of the Chaos Theory
When a concept changes its purpose, and integrates a unified field, it
may have an influence to structurally change reality or not.
When a purpose is not reached and it is the basis for the integration
of a complex reality, it is likely to produce a “0” (zero) effect in the
reality integration, so the whole of it enters chaos.
Before this occurs, other sub-concepts “will try” to compensate the
dysfunctionality, so, the energy intends to keep the structure of the
unified field central concept.
Every dysfunctionality causes a modification in the energy direction
and an entropy of the complex system seen as a unit. Energy is lost
trying to self-repair instead of being destined to reach the purpose of
the system.

Forecast of a complex system
In order to forecast a complex system it is necessary to have the map
of the concepts integrating it. This “self-organizers” map aims at developing the functional structure of a given reality to be able to fore-
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cast the possible changes produced by the effects of external gravitating forces or internal conceptual structures in a unified field.
At present, the conceptual structures that belong to three fields of
human behavior are already developed:




The individual field
The institutional field
The social field

By strictly following the facts that occur in reality, it can be inferred
whether they correspond to facts that are functional or dysfunctional
to a previously existing conceptual balance. From this on, it can be
inferred whether these facts trigger changes in the previously existing
“normality” or are just different shapes adopted by the same normality.
Thus, having the conceptual map of a reality, a forecast of its evolution can be developed always remembering that there are so many
ambiguous elements in reality that the result will have:
“certainty of error and probability of nearness”.

The Research
Researches on evolution started in June 1976 and ended its development in the Individual, Institutional and Social fields by June 2000.
During that period, multiple investigations, together with applications, took place and these started generating results which were
functional to the environment acted upon. The application allowed
validating the research as well as generating sub-concepts at a level
less essential than the basic one. The process finally concluded in
the year 2003, with the end of the research into the logical structure
of fallacies.
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Research on Individuals
Due to confidentiality purposes, we publish the pen names of the
people experimented on as they appear in the “Unicist Education”
book instead of their real names. The research covered more than
100 experiences, throughout a period longer than 5 years in all cases
and which exceeded the 10 year’s time in 20 specific cases.

Research on Institutions
In the case of institutions, their real names are not published either
although many have appeared in different books such as “Future Archaeology” and “Organizations Logic”. For all cases, the forecasted
evolution was studied for more than 10 years together with their historical evolution as well. Only those institutions whose foundations
dated from over 30 years at the time of the research were taken into
account.
Applications to the following technologies were developed:
Fundamental economic analysis (macro)
Fundamental social analysis (macro)
Country scenario building
Business scenario building
Globalization analysis
Fundamental financial analysis (micro)
Fundamental economic analysis (micro)
Operation analysis
Industrial analysis
Commercial analysis
Organizational analysis
Strategic analysis
Business analysis
IT design
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Human Resources analysis
Cost analysis
Learning process analysis
Management analysis
Market analysis
Object building
Knowledge Management
Market Laboratory
Organizational Laboratory
Project Management
Research & Development
But the result of the research was validated in application at:
ABB, A. G. Mc. Kee & Co., American Express, Apple Computers,
Autolatina (Ford-Volkswagen), BankBoston, BASF, Bayer, Brahma,
Ciba Geigy, Cigna, Citibank, Coca Cola, Colgate Palmolive,
Deutsche Bank, Diners Club, Federación Patronal de Cafeteros de
Colombia, Glasurit, Hewlett Packard, IBM, ING, Johnson & Son,
Lloyd´s Bank, Massey Ferguson, Merck, Monsanto, Parexel, Pirelli,
Renault, Shell, Sisa (Citicorp), Telefónica, Worthington, Xerox,
YPF.

Research on Countries
The countries researched into were, namely: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, England, Finland, France, Germany, Holland, India, Italy, Mexico, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, South Korea,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, USA and Venezuela. Later,
some other countries were added but as application fields.
The initial research, with the purpose of formulating hypothesis, was
mainly centered on USA, Brazil, Germany, Argentina and Japan.
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Evolution and Involution
During the research, evolution and involution forecasts of individuals, institutions and countries were carried out. They were followed
and validation of both evolution and involution was sought after.
This is how the validity of the functional structures regulating the
evolution of these “beings” was found, which resulted in the validation of the theory.
In the case of countries, crisis and wars were studied, trying to forecast what was going to happen after the crisis or war in terms of added value for the context.

Contrast with Other Approaches
Developing a living creatures’ evolution theory, although it has been
restricted to men, as living creatures, implies a compatibility with
other sciences where discoveries have already been validated.
An evolution theory is very closely connected with complex systems
and the chaos theory, so it requires an approach that includes their
validated aspects. The central element considered by the Unicist
Theory is the attractor “concept” which reaches different levels of
depth.
In the deepest sense, the concept appears to be linked to DNA and, in
the most superficial aspect, in man’s behavior, it is linked to values.
It was validated by means of genetics. The discovery of the DNA
structure represented the validation or invalidation of the unicist theory since if evolution principles were incompatible, then the hardest
information, i.e., the DNA would have to be considered right. The
DNA works as a “concept” in living creatures.
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It was also contrasted with physics since no biological or evolutive
principle could be contradictory to it.
The Unicist Ontology of Evolution was also contrasted with the oriental conception. Evolution has always been an issue present in oriental philosophies, where the limits boundaries among science,
philosophy and religion never existed in a rational way such as in
occident. In addition, the unicist approach is compatible with the
evolution concepts developed in orient, which have their roots in Zen
philosophy.

Scientific application of the Unicist Ontology of
Evolution
In Life Sciences: Development of the functional structure that regulates evolution and the development of the structure of living beings
as a unified field.
In Research: Development of a methodology for complex systems
research.
In Philosophy: Refutation of Hegel’s dialectic theory, as a particular
case, and the formulation of the laws of the double dialectic.
In Social Sciences: Discovery of cross-cultural “invariables” and
their laws of evolution.
In Future Research and Strategy: Modeling of the structure of
concepts that allows inference of evolution.
In Education: Discovery of the concepts of learning which has given scientific sustainability, amongst others, to Piaget.
In Anthropology: Discovery of the “invariables” of human behavior.
In Mathematics: Development of the conceptual basis of dependence, interdependence, independence of variables.
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In Economic Science: Discovery of the structure of Conceptual
Economics. Development of the conceptual structure of Economic
Schools and their functionality.
In Political Science: Development of the conceptual basis of ideologies and their functionality.
In Cognitive Science: Development of a methodology to construct
knowledge with existing information through an integrative logic.
In History: Development of a historical analysis methodology based
on the Unicist dialectic (double dialectic).
In Logic: Development and formalization of the integrative logic,
sustention for the unified fields’ theory in evolution.
Multiple research projects were undertaken all along, which have
given rise to operational models currently available for their application to cultures, institutions, business and individuals.
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Fundamental analysis & technical analysis
The Unicist ontology of knowledge acquisition
Fundamental analysis is the approach that defines the limits of
the possibilities of the evolution of a given reality. Fundamentals
define the boundaries implicit in the functionality of a given reality.
Technical analysis deals with the cause-effect relation between
“variables” that have been identified making a systemic compromise.
The discovery of the unicist theory of evolution and the structure
of concepts that regulate the evolution of living beings and their
deeds, established the structure for fundamental analysis integrating it with technical analysis in order to develop reliable
knowledge.
The purpose of a knowledge acquisition process is to obtain reliable
knowledge.
Reliable knowledge is necessary when individuals are willing to ensure a minimum strategy or are exposed to uncertain or risky environments.
In everday’s activity only operational knowledge is required.
This ontology is a final synthesis of the use of fundamental and technical analysis in the world of economic, social and business behavior.
Fundamentals describe the ontology of a given reality considered as
a unified field. Technical analysis describes the cause-effect relations
of a reality considered as a systemic object.
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The Unicist Logic of Knowledge Acquisition
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Reliable
Knowledge
Purpose (*)

(*) Unicist Thinking allows
emulating nature and
makes the integration of
the two dualistic
approaches possible.

Knowledge
Acquisition

0 0
3

Evolution

1

2

Involution

Fundamental Knowledge
Maximal Strategy

-1

Active Function

Cause-effect Knowledge

The numbers 0 – 1 – 2 – 3 represent
the steps of Ontogenetic Evolution.

Minimum Strategy
Energy Conservation Function

The numbers 0 to -1 represent the
steps of Ontogenetic Involution.
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When working in a known context there is only need for feedback
(operational analysis), an analytic approach and intuitive / rational
decision making. Technical analysis provides sufficient information
and the necessary cause-effect groundings to make decisions.
Essential Concept of Operational Knowledge Acquisition
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Catalyst / Inhibitor of
the Minimum Strategy

TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS
EXPANSION

SYSTEMIC
SYSTEMIC

OPERATIONAL

VALIDATION

Systemic Analysis

KNOWLEDGE

SECURITY

FREEDOM
FUNCTIONALITY

ACTIONS

Empiric Analysis

ANALYTICAL

Entropy Inhibitor

HYPOTHETICAL

ANALOGICAL

INTUITIVE /
RATIONAL

CONTRACTION

OPERATIONAL
ANALYSIS
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When the context is uncertain the understanding of fundamentals is
necessary. Fundamentals are defined by the concepts that regulate
the evolution of a fact.
Validation processes naturally degrade into fallacies when they do
not include falsification processes. Validation implies a nondestructive test and falsification is a destructive test measuring the
accuracy and limits of a knowledge.
When a reliable knowledge is required to deal with minimum strategies, risks or uncertainty, the integration of technical and fundamental analysis is required.
Essential Concept of Knowledge Acquisition
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Catalyst / Inhibitor of
the Minimum Strategy

FUNDAMENTAL
ANALYSIS
EXPANSION

CONCEPTUAL
CONCEPTUAL

NATURAL

FALSIFICATION

Fundamental Knowledge

KNOWLEDGE

SECURITY

RELIABLE
KNOWLEDGE

FREEDOM

ACTIONS

Cause / Effect Knowledge

SYSTEMIC

Entropy Inhibitor

SYSTEMIC

OPERATIONAL

VALIDATION

CONTRACTION

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
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The Business Intelligence Strategy
The driver of knowledge acquisition is the need for groundings in
order to achieve a reliable knowledge to make decisions. Groundings
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are necessary when dealing with complexity (i.e. minimum strategies), risk or uncertainty.
Essential Concept of
Knowledge Acquisition
Ontogenetic Map in
Unicist Standard Language

DRIVER /
INHIBITOR

FOUNDATIONS

C

1

RELIABLE
KNOWLEDGE

A
B

SECURE
KNOWLEDGE

MINIMUM
STRATEGY

MAXIMAL
STRATEGY

EXPERIENCING

RELIABLE
KNOWLEDGE

EVOLUTION

KNOWLEDGE
ACQUISITION

INVOLUTION

FUNDAMENTAL
KNOWLEDGE

ENTROPY
INHIBITOR

CAUSE / EFFECT
KNOWLEDGE

FUNDAMENTAL
ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS

9
8
SYTEMIC
KNOWLEDGE

6

5
CAUSE /EFFECT
KNOWLEDGE

4

VALIDATION
ACTIONS

CONCEPTUAL
KNOWLEDGE

7

CATALYST /
INHIBITOR

2

FUNDAMENTAL
KNOWLEDGE
FALSIFICATION
ACTIONS

3
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The minimum strategy is given by technical analysis to provide the
necessary cause-effect knowledge. The maximal strategy to influence
the environment is given by the knowledge of the fundamentals.
The catalyst to accelerate the building of reliable knowledge with a
minimum strategy is conceptual knowledge. Conceptual knowledge
establishes the secure limits of cause-effect knowledge.
Fundamental analysis and technical analysis provide the operational
structure to achieve the objective of having reliable knowledge to
make decisions.
When technical analysis is not integrated with fundamental analysis
it naturally derives into analogical/hypothetical knowledge. When
reliable knowledge is needed both approaches must be integrated.
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Reading the nature of reality
The reading of the nature of reality can either be done in the environment itself or using an encoded means, that can be written language, words, images, sounds or any other means that communicates
reality with human beings.
When individuals act, their actions can be based on “playing by ear”
or on “grounded playing”. There are hundreds of celebrities in the
world playing by ear. But there are thousands of celebrities in the
world playing based on groundings.
“Playing by ear” celebrities may be extremely successful based on
their extraordinary talent and they succeed in solo activities or small
groups. But when an orchestra is needed, the reading of music is required. The reading of music is basic when synergy is necessary.

Classical music has little room for celebrities who play by ear.
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The Unicist Ontology of Reading
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Catalyst / Inhibitor of
the Minimum Strategy

INTEREST IN KNOWING
EXPANSION

INTROJECTIVE
INTERPRETATION

3) COMPREHENSIVE
READING

4) CONCEPTUAL
READING

SIGNIFIEDS
RECOGNITION

Maximal Strategy
SECURITY

FREEDOM

UNICIST
READING

INTERPRETATION

RECOGNITION

Minimum Strategy
2) INTERPRETATIVE
PROJECTIVE
READING
INTERPRETATION

1) LITERAL
READING

SIGNIFIERS
RECOGNITION

CONTRACTION

Entropy Inhibitor

NEED TO KNOW
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Interest in knowing
It implies having a genuine interest beyond materialistic needs to apprehend reality in order to influence evolution.

Need to know
It implies having an urgent need to know about a reality in order to
take an opportunity.

Signifiers recognition
Signifiers are the hard facts of reality and can be found in the present or
in the past. They are the signs that are implicit in the facts that appear on
the surface of reality.
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Signifieds recognition
They are the meanings of the facts in a specific environment. They
represent the anthropological invariables: expansion, contraction,
security or freedom.

Projective interpretation
It is the interpretation individuals naturally and intuitively have when
facing an external reality.

Introjective interpretation
It is the interpretation an individual has after reflecting and integrating with external reality.

Levels of Readers
1) Literal reading
This segment reads the nature of reality based on the universal description of the signifiers (signs).

2) Interpretative reading
This segment reads the nature of reality based on the universal meanings of the signifiers (signs).

3) Comprehensive reading
This segment reads the nature of reality based on the introjective interpretation of the signifieds that have been recognized.
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4) Conceptual reading
This segment reads the nature of reality based on the rediscovery of
the signifieds, using the information that comes from introjective interpretation.

Conceptual description of a reading strategy
The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of a Reading
Strategy

DRIVER /
INHIBITOR

INFLUENCING

1

C

READING THE
NATURE OF
REALITY

The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language

A
B

MAXIMAL
STRATEGY

BEING INFLUENCED

REAL
INTERPRETATION READING THE

NATURE OF REALITY EVOLUTION

MINIMUM
STRATEGY

READING
STRATEGY

INVOLUTION

SATISFACTION
OF INTERESTS

ENTROPY
INHIBITOR

SATISFACTION
OF NEEDS

INTEREST IN
KNOWING

NEEDING
TO KNOW

9

6

8
PROJECTIVE
INTERPRETATION

CATALYST /
INHIBITOR

5

2

SATISFACTION
OF NEEDS

SIGNIFIEDS
RECOGNITION

4

SIGNIFIERS
RECOGNITION

INTROJECTIVE
INTERPRETATION

7

SATISFACTION
OF INTERESTS

3
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Unicist Mechanics
The reading of an ontogenetic map
This document includes the reading of an ontogenetic map developed
by an expert who manages complex problems at level 4. It is presented as a feedback to help participants in unicist learning processes to
be aware of the level of complexity they manage.
It is strongly recommended not trying to learn to read ontogenetic
maps using the copy & paste method because it drives toward fallacious perceptions.
Interpretation is the first step to approach an unknown reality in order
to recognize it. But interpretations include personal projections that
have to be depurated using the unicist reflection process.
Posing opinions without having depurated them is disrespectful, unless they are exposed in a discussion group.
This document is not written in plain language. It is written in “MD
language” that has to be translated to communicate with “patients”.

Every functional reality is unique
The unicist ontology describes the nature of ideas, facts, individuals
and things, regarded from their essential, causative and/or functional
aspects, erasing the existent barrier between the human arbitrary division of philosophy, science and action, and defining concepts that
integrate them in a unified field. In the short or long run, living beings and their deeds are consistent with their nature.
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Considering its functionality, every specific reality and its nature is
unique. Therefore, the ontology of a complex system, regarded from
a functional viewpoint is unique. There are no multiple ontologies for
one functional reality. There are multiple operational ways to fulfill
the purpose of its nature.
Objectivity is implicit in unicist ontology, because it describes reality
based on its functional nature. That is why unicist technologies,
which result from unicist ontology’s applications, belong to the field
of hard sciences.

Reading the ontogenetic map
of the “adding value” concept
To apprehend a concept, it is necessary to have an internal benchmark. An internal benchmark is a homologous experience. Homologous elements are those that have the same functionality for the user.
Adding value is a universal human action when an individual adapts
in an environment. In order to exert adaptive influence in an environment it is necessary to add value.
This reading exercise will give you the mechanics to read a concept
based on the presentation of its triadic structure.
This reading gives a rational, descriptive approach to a concept that
provides the guiding idea of what needs to be rediscovered in order to
be able to use the concept.
It has to be considered that a conceptual approach requires avoiding
fallacies.
As personal fallacies are sustained by the needs and beliefs of an individual, it is necessary to approach reality focused on the generation
of value and not driven by the needs or beliefs one has.
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The Unicist Ontology of Adding Value
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Added Value
Purpose (*)

(*) Unicist Thinking allows
emulating nature and
makes the integration of
the two dualistic
approaches possible.

Adding
Value

0 0
3
1

2

Involution

Evolution
Value Generation
Maximal Strategy

-1

Active Function

Process Optimization

The numbers 0 – 1 – 2 – 3 represent
the steps of Ontogenetic Evolution.

Minimum Strategy
Energy Conservation Function

The numbers 0 to -1 represent the
steps of Ontogenetic Involution.
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1) The essential concept of value adding is defined by the integration of the function that defines its purpose, which is the
Added Value, its active function, which is the Value Generation, and its energy conservation function which is defined by
the Process Optimization of work processes.
2) The three elements that integrate a concept are named fundamentals.
3) The fundamentals define the attributes of a concept.
4) The purpose and the active function are integrated following
the supplementation law.
5) The purpose and the energy conservation function are integrated following the complementation law.
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Reading the ontological algorithm of the adding
value concept
The Unicist Ontogenetic
Map of Adding Value

SUBJECTIVE
VALUE

The Unicist Ontological Algorithm
in Unicist Standard Language

DRIVER /
INHIBITOR

1

C

ADDED
VALUE

A
B
OBJECTIVE
VALUE

MINIMUM
STRATEGY

MAXIMAL
STRATEGY

BENEFIT

ADDED
VALUE

EVOLUTION

ADDING
VALUE

INVOLUTION

VALUE
GENERATION

ENTROPY
INHIBITOR

PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION

WORK

ENERGY
OPTIMIZATION

9
8
POWER TO
INFLUENCE

6

5
PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION
POWER
TO DO

7

2

VALUE
GENERATION
FORCE
TO INFLUENCE

4
FORCE TO DO

CATALYST /
INHIBITOR

3
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Synthetic Conceptual Design
1) Define the added value to be achieved (Driver)
a) Define the benefits to be provided
b) Define the objective value that is achieved
c) Define the subjective value to be provided
2) Define the work that needs to be done
3) Use the force to influence to make things done
4) Have the power to ensure the work
5) Complete the work
6) Define a quality assurance solution to ensure energy optimization
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7) Have the necessary force to do
8) Exert the necessary power to make things done
9) Define the continuous improvement process to optimize the
energy
10) All processes end with pilot testing and recycling (unicist object driven technologies always use destructive and nondestructive tests to confirm a design)

General conditions
a) Evolution requires beginning with the active function before
using the energy conservation function.
b) Involution is produced when an individual begins with the energy conservation.
c) Maximal strategies require backward-chaining thinking. The individual needs to have envisioned the solution of the problem.
d) Minimum strategies require forward-chaining thinking in order to follow methods to make things done.
This is an example of mechanical reading. If you do not understand
some of the descriptions, it is recommended that you experience the
concept and read them again.

Reading the operational concept of value adding
An operational concept is defined by the integration of the maximal
and the minimum strategy. It is defined by their fundamentals that are
the attributes that define their functionality.
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The Unicist Ontology of Adding Value
Ontogenetic Map in Unicist Standard Language

Catalyst / Inhibitor of
the Minimum Strategy

WORK
EXPANSION

TO DO

DOER

INNOVATOR

TO INFLUENCE

Maximal Strategy
SECURITY

ESSENTIAL
PURPOSE

POWER

FREEDOM

FORCE

Minimum Strategy

TO INFLUENCE

FOLLOWER

INDEPENDENT

TO DO

CONTRACTION

Entropy Inhibitor

ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
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1) The concept of value adding is defined by its components defined by the following fundamentals: work, the force to influence, the force to do, the energy optimization, the power to
influence and the power to do.
2) The fundamentals of the maximal strategy are defined by
work, as the purpose, the force to influence as the active function and the power to do as the energy conservation function.
3) The fundamentals of the minimum strategy are defined by the
energy optimization, as the purpose, the force to do as the active function and the power to influence as the energy conservation function.
4) The segments defined by this concept are: Independent, Follower, Doer and Innovator.
5) Maximal and minimum strategies have one segment driven by
security and another segment drive by freedom.
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6) The segments of the minimum strategy are focused on survival and the segments of the maximal strategy are focused on
expanding the boundaries of the actions.
7) The independent segment is defined by:
Purpose: Energy optimization
Active function: Power to influence
Energy conservation function: Force to do
8) The follower segment is defined by:
Purpose: Energy optimization
Active function: Force to do
Energy conservation function: Power to influence
9) The doer segment is defined by:
Purpose: Work
Active function: Force to influence
Energy conservation function: Power to do
10) The innovator segment is defined by:
Purpose: Work
Active function: Power to do
Energy conservation function: Force to influence
11) The catalyst of the minimum strategy is the Power to do
12) The entropy inhibitor of the minimum strategy is the Power to
influence.

Synthesis
The reading of the unicist standard language allows you to access the
rational approach of a concept. This rational approach simplifies the
process of rediscovering a concept based on one’s experience.
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Unicist thinking
The natural way to apprehend reality
and approach strategies
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Unicist Thinking
The double dialectical thinking
Unicist thinking integrates the different types of thoughts (operational, analytic, scientific/systemic, and conceptual) in order to influence
apprehending a complex reality in its oneness. This requires a double
dialectical thinking to approach reality in its nature.
Unicist Thinking – The Double dialectical thinking

Types of Thoughts
Scientific/
Systemic

Analytic

Operational

Conceptual

The unicist thinking approach is very simple, but this simplicity requires
a strict methodological approach to be achieved.
Complexity is the unique environment where the use of unicist thinking is necessary. But most people use rationalistic dissection of reality, religious beliefs, ideological solutions, commonsense,
subjectivism and fundamentalism to face complexity.
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The unicist thinking process is basic to influence complex realities.
The access to double dialectical thinking implies both a change in the
paradigms to approach reality and exert influence on it and a consistent learning process.
To approach reality using the “unicist thinking neural circuits” it is
necessary to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

have the need to solve a problem,
be committed with a value adding solution,
feel the responsibility of doing so,
have the necessary competencies to understand the specific
environment,
5) feel the necessary self confidence,
6) have the will to invest the necessary energy to solve the complex problem.

The basics of a reality
The axiom of the unicist theory is implicit in its ontology. An implicit purpose, an action principle and an energy conservation function
define the structure of the essential concepts that regulate the evolution of living beings.
Entropy, which is implicit in the action principle, is inhibited by the
energy conservation function. But evolution depends on the capacity
of the action principle to avoid the inhibition of the energy conservation function.

Concepts
Concepts describe the living creatures’ essences and their evolution
laws. Living creatures possess intrinsic concepts.
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This means that they exist in themselves and only need to be discovered. Inanimate beings have extrinsic concepts. Inanimate beings
have those concepts that are deposited on them according to their
functionality.
Concepts determine the logical and pre-logical behavior of living
creatures. This is why the concepts’ structure is cross-cultural, since
there is a generic concept for each species that defines it as such, and
it is also timeless as long as the species does not become extinct.

The double dialectic
To approach a reality integrated by three elements (purpose, action
principle, energy conservation function) with a dualistic mind it is
necessary to consider such reality as a dualistic integration of binary
elements.
Unicist Double Dialectic
Purpose

Purpose

Energy conservation
function

Active & entropic
function
Purpose

Active & entropic
function

Energy conservation
function
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A brief introduction to modern dialectics
Modern dialectics began based on an idealistic, materialistic and voluntaristic approach to reality (Hegel – Marx). Simple dialectics, developed as an explanation of the evolution of human idealism and as
the grounding of human materialism, can be synthesized as follows:
Simple Dialectic

Antithesis

Thesis

Synthesis

This is the way of natural dualistic thinking. It produces rationalistic
conclusions of reality that sound incredibly simple and make the
producer feel extremely powerful thinking that with a “push” he will
be changing an existing reality.
The construction of a parallel reality is the effect of using simple dialectics. In “this world” people’s weaknesses integrate them and their
strengths separate them. Therefore fallacious myths, as the simple
dialectics, have been the basis for the integration of many political,
intellectual, religious and social movements.
In these “movements” it is necessary that their leaders provide the
solution of complex problems. Thus the technology implicit in the
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simple dialectic has fulfilled its purpose: the building of a parallel
reality to sustain the power of their leaders.
Only those who have the necessary knowledge to apprehend the implicit purpose within a reality can approach reality using a unicist
thinking process to define how to influence it. An individual has the
necessary knowledge when he is already adapting actively to a reality using an intuitive successful approach to deal with it.

The ontogenesis of unicist thinking
Extrinsic concepts are those deposited by humans on their deeds and
on the elements of nature they use.
The understanding of a reality begins with the discovery of its purpose. After the purpose has been approached it is possible to build
the first dialectic pair.
Unicist Double Dialectic Taxonomy
0

Purpose

0

Active & entropic
function

Purpose

Energy conservation
function

1
3
Purpose

0

Active & entropic
function

2

Energy conservation
function
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The verbal function is the antithesis (active and entropic function)
that puts the purpose into action while its implicit utopia tries to
change it.
If there wouldn’t exist an entropy inhibiting element, this situation
would evolve into a dysfunctional result regarding the original purpose.
When the first dialectic pair functions, the second dialectic is born.
The purpose is sustained by the energy conservation function.
This conservation function is a complementary element that limits
the effects of the verbal function to secure the maintenance of the
objectives implicit in the purpose.
Finally the integration of these two dialectics is possible when they
are integrated in step 3.

Development of unicist thinking
The learning of unicist thinking requires:
1) Experiencing it adding actual value in a known environment
2) The comprehension and use of unicist logic and unicist mechanics
3) The rediscovery of the concepts of the reality one is acting
upon
4) The strict following of the nature of learning processes
5) The acceptance of the limits of one’s competencies and the
“internal” time to adapt to an environment.
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An example of Unicist Thinking
Competitiveness is a typical complex problem that can be solved using unicist thinking. The unified field “client-competitor-company”
needs to be defined to be able to be considered first-choice when the
client decides to buy.

The competitive triangle
Competitiveness & Cooperation

A

B
C

Company

A’

B’

Competitiveness

No

Supplementation law

C

Competitor

Cooperation
Complementation law
B

Client

A
C
Copyright © Peter Belohlavek / The Unicist Research Institute

The relation between the client and the company that provides products and services is based on cooperation which fulfills the complementation law. Both parts have what the other is looking for and
complementation is given by the integrating project they both have.
The relation between the client and the “competitor” also includes
mutual benefits but the difference is that competitors could not develop an integrating project.
Thus the art of competing is to understand the needs of all the parts
involved and find the project that satisfies the objective and subjective needs of clients.
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Conclusion
Unicist thinking is the natural way to solve complex problems. To do
so it requires a sound knowledge of the problem, a positive relation
with the environment and the necessary energy. It is necessary to respect one’s “internal” time until being able to describe the double
dialectic of a given reality.
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Glossary 1.1
Main signifiers and signifieds
of the Unicist Standard Language (USL)
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Unicist Glossary
Active function
The active function describes the function that seeks the expansion of the entity.
Therefore entropy is implicit.
Action guide
It is the homeostatic element of a concept (see complementariness). It avoids the
modification of the purpose of a concept promoted by the utopia.
Adaptive system
Adaptive systems for work are entities that interact with the environment having
the characteristics of influencing while they are being influenced. Their functionality can only be measured by results.
Added value
It is the incremental value added by an agent to a given reality.
Adverbial function
Is the homeostatic function that sustains the substantive function to avoid the modification posed by the verbal function (See complementariness)
Analogous experiences
They are those with a similar functionality.
Analogous
Two elements are analogous when they have the same operational functionality.
Considering the function of flying, a bird and a plane may be considered analogous.
Anticoncept
An anticoncept is a conceptual structure that has the purpose of destroying a concept. It is sustained by fallacies and is the basis of paradoxical behaviors. When a
concept and its anticoncept join, they both disappear.
Antithetic value
It is the verbal function of a concept. It functions according to the law of supplementarity (See supplementarity).
Appropriated value
It is the value obtained by a system, due to its action in the environment.
Archetype
An archetype of a country is the conceptual operational structure of its culture that
defines the habits of its members. It is described by the non-conscious permissions,
non-conscious mandates, myths and utopias. The archetype sustains the role of the
country and defines the life-style of its members.
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Argument
It is an opinion that includes no groundings about a certain reality. It is an affirmation or a negation based on a subjective perception of reality.
Attractors
According to the chaos theory, attractors are elements that structure chaos. There
are point, cyclic, torus, and strange attractors. Strange attractors are the drivers of
complex systems´ functionality.
Business object
Business Objects are adaptive systems that generate added value and save energy
within the limits of their concept having a quality assurance system and a methodology to sustain alternative solutions.
Central value
From a logical point of view, it is the purpose of a concept.
Chaos
It is an unpredictable situation for observers and participants.
Complementariness
It is an interdependent relation between two elements, actions or ideas. Each one
of these elements has what the other element requires and they both have a coincident element.
Complex Systems
They are system that structure open unified fields. The results of complex systems
are unpredictable for ordinary people.
Complexity science
Complexity Sciences are defined as the scientific approach to deals with adaptive
system considering them as a unified field
Concept
It is the logical or pre-logical structure that regulates beings with real or virtual life.
It is also defined as the driver of complex systems.
Conceptual business benchmarking
A benchmark is a standard by which something can be measured or judged. Conceptual business benchmarking implies comparing homologous activities. It allows
apprehending the nature of the activity and widening the possibilities of the expansion of the functionality of a value proposition.
Contraction
It is a conceptual function whose aim is to avoid that the death instinct prevails
over the life instinct at an operational level. At an essential level it defines the energy conservation function.
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Contractive function
It is the function that intends to avoid the destruction of a system at an operational level
(simple or complex).
Credibility zone
It is a participant’s perception of the functional concept of a reality.
Critical mass
A Unicist Critical Mass is the smallest amount of force that is needed to generate
the integration of the elements of the unified field of a human complex adaptive
system to produce results.
Cross-cultural invariables
They are human functional structures that are homologous in different cultures,
such as the need for security and freedom.
Dehumanization
It is a kind of anticonceptual functionality. Functional actions become self-fulfilling and
generate a materialistic behavior.
Disequilibrating element
It is the synonym of the antithetic element. (See supplementarity)
Drivers
They are the functional concepts that define the evolution of a given reality. They can
be assimilated to the strange attractors defined by the theory of chaos.
Dual thinking
It is the natural and basic way of human thought. Human beings use dual thinking
when they are overwhelmed by facts.
Effectiveness
It is the integration of efficiency and efficacy.
Efficacy
The capacity of humans to produce results responsively.
Efficiency
It is the potential capacity of simple or complex systems to produce results.
Energy conservation function
This function is a complementary element that limits the effects of the active function to secure the maintenance of the objectives implicit in the purpose.
Equilibrating element
It is the synonym of the homeostatic element. (See complementariness)
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Essential concept
It is the “deepest” concept that structures a particular unified field. It is the stru cture of information that regulates the most essential behavior of complex systems
and defines its long-term evolution.
Ethical intelligence
Ethical intelligence defines the capacity of an individual to add value, to infl uence the environment, to manage time, to focus and to plan actions. It establishes
the true intentions of individuals.
Ethics
Rules of behavior for individuals, groups, institutions and cultures. Ethics has a
functional structure, a dominant moral and is sustained by an ideology.
Evolution stages
Stages that describe the evolution cycle of a situation in which ontogenesis and
phylogenesis are redundant.
Evolution
It is the ascendant cycle measured in terms of the improvement of species.
Expansion
A situation in which growth and life-instinct prevails.
Expansive function
It is the function that impulses the expansion of a simple or complex system beyond the limits of its unified field.
Extrinsic concepts
They are the concepts given by humans to elements, actions, ideas, facts or objects.
They are described by their structural functionality and at the same time define it.
Fallacy
False perceptions built upon a logical structure. When individuals’ beliefs and
needs prevail when making a judgment, fallacies are unavoidable.
Falsification
It is a process that seeks to prove that a hypothesis is false. When something cannot be
proven to be false it is considered not-false. In common language it is called to be true.
Foundation
It is an argument that contains reasonable, comprehensive, and verifiable information.
Freedom
It is an internal structure that allows individuals to adapt to changing realities in a
responsible way.
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Functional concepts
They are the drivers of the behavior of living beings with real or virtual life. They
describe the functional structure of complex systems.
Functional structure
The functional structure describes the structural relations within a simple or complex system. The functional structure of a complex system is given by the conceptual structure that regulates its evolution.
Functionality zone
It is the description of an intrinsic concepts’ functioning.
Fundamentals
Fundamentals are the entities that integrate a unicist ontological structure and provide its functionality. Fundamentals define the purpose, the active function or the
energy conservation function of a unicist ontological structure.
Fundamental technology
The unicist fundamental technology is ontology based and object driven to transform the knowledge of the unicist ontology, ontogenetic map and ontogenetic algorithm of an adaptive system into object driven actions to produce predefined
results. It integrates technical analytical aspects with fundamental analytics.
Gravitational forces
They are the external forces that influence the evolution of a unified field.
Homeostatic value
It is the adverbial function of a concept. It limits the action of the antithetic value
avoiding the modification or mutation of the concept (See complementariness).
Homologous
Two elements are homologous when they have the same essential characteristic. A
whale and a dog are homologous, in the sense that they are both mammals.
Human adaptive system
These systems are human driven systems that have open boundaries, have a double
dialectical behavior and are integrated by interdependent objects and processes.
Hygienic
It is an element necessary for a situation but which has no added value.
Idea
It is an intellectual structure of a reality. It is functional to the approaching of concepts for individuals with dominant analytical thought.
Instability zone
It is the place where the functional structure of a concept destabilizes. There are
two instability zones:
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a) The situation in which the lack of energy produces the loss of functionality or
credibility.
b) The utopia point. It is the absolute point where reality vanishes.
Integrative thinking
It is an Intellectual approach to reality based on the conjunction “and”. It does not
consider the disjunction “or”.
Intrinsic concept
It is the regulator of a complex system, whether it has real or virtual life.
It defines the functionality of the complex system and does not depend on the perception of the observer.
Intrinsic
It is an internal functionality of a given reality whose existence is not conditioned
by others’ perception.
Involution
It is a degradation cycle of a reality in terms of the evolution of species.
Life style
It describes the adaptation of an individual to cultural mandates. His adaptive behavior involves the cultural values, the archetype and the dominant strategic style.
Maximal strategy
The maximal strategy is the one depending on the environment. In this case the
influence of a person, group or institution is insufficient to assure the result of a
“strategic action”.
Minimum strategy
In this case, the result of a strategic action depends on the individual, group or institution exerting this influence.
Moral
It is a conceptual structure that aims to satisfy the needs of a culture, the necessity
of transcendence and the needs of individuals.
Myth
It is an adverbial function that limits the action of individuals within cultures to
assure the purpose of the evolution of species.
Object
An element containing a concept, a purpose to be achieved and a quality assurance
function.
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Objects library
A structure that contains objects designed to be used in simple or complex systems.
Cognitive objects organize the objects library when a system is complex.
Ontogenetic algorithm
The ontogenetic algorithms describe the steps of the use of the fundamentals of a
specific reality in order to generate a predefined result.
Ontogenetic map
Ontogenetic maps define the structure of fundamentals that define the nature of an
entity working as an object.
Ontointelligence
It determines the individual’s capacity to apprehend the underlying concept in a
complex situation. It includes ethical intelligence, strategic intelligence and the
type of thought.
Operational concept
It integrates two of the elements of a concept: it integrates the action (verbal function) within the limits of the adverbial function. The purpose of the concept is considered as given.
Opinion
It is a judgment of something. The opinion is basically subjective. When it is
grounded it is called a foundation.
Over-contraction
It is a situation in which destruction is challenged. It produces the implosion of the
system.
Over-expansion
It is a situation in which destruction is challenged. It produces the exp losion of
the system.
Paradoxical functionality
A functionality that achieves opposite results from what apparently is seeking to
achieve.
Preconcepts
Individuals’ stratified conceptual structure, based on former experiences, created to
avoid personal risks. They are a natural approach to reality based on automatisms.
Procedure
In functional terms, it is the active part of the conceptual structure.
Purpose
It is the final objective of a concept. It is the substantive function of a given reality.
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Reflection
It is a process to apprehend a given reality that begins with a projection of an
individual’s opinions. Having solved the conflict of the projections, reality has to
be introjected. It comes to an end when the internal and the external reality are
homologous. This approach occurs within the unified field of an actual action.
Security
It is the need of human beings to attain an internal structure to avoid chaos or depression.
Social capital
It is the system of relations that defines the synergy of a group or culture. The
strength of relations, when seeking for an objective, defines social capital.
Stagnant survivors
Stagnant Survivors are individuals whose goal is to appropriate value having the
necessary justifications and power to do so.
Strategic stereotype
It is the name given to a stratified strategic style. In this case, a person loses its
ability to adapt to reality, feels its survival threatened and seeks to obtain benefits
from the environment.
Strategic style
It describes the way a person influences the environment and the way he manages
the influence of the environment.
Strategic thinking
It is a intellectual approach to influence complex realities
Structure of a concept
From a logical point of view, the structure of a concept is given by its central value,
its antithetic value and its homeostatic value.
From a semantic point of view, the structure is given by a substantive function, a
verbal function and an adverbial function.
From a functional point of view, the structure is given by a purpose, a procedure
and an action guide.
From a social point of view, the structure is given by a taboo objective, an utopical
function and a mythical structure.
Structure of functional concepts
It is the structure of drivers regulating the evolution of a complex system.
Sub-concept
It is a complex sub-system within a complex system.
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Subsistence
It is the description of a situation in which individuals, institutions or cultures have
a security framework to assure their survival.
Substantive function
From a semantic point of view, it is the function that defines the purpose of a concept.
Supplementarity
It is a relation between elements with redundant purposes and verbal functions,
having a different homeostatic element. One of the elements has a superior “myth”
that challenges the evolution of reality.
Survival
It is a situation in which the individual perceives his life is being threatened. It can
be real or not.
Taboo
It is a socially unacceptable situation. Accepting taboos implies generating chaos.
Taxonomy
It defines the elements included in the unified field of a specific reality, their categories, functionalities and relationships.
True
It is the situation in which the functional reality and its perception merge. From a
transcendental point of view truth represents the absolute. The absolute implies the
existence of the conjunction “and” with absence of the disjunction “or”.
Type of thought
It describes the structure of the mental process to approach reality. There are four
types of thought to approach reality: the operational, the analytic, the scientific and
the conceptual.
Typology
It defines a particular characteristic of the collective unconsciousness of a culture,
segment or individual, based on their ultimate purposes.
Unicist
It is an operational, scientific and philosophic approach to reality. It considers reality as a concept driven unified field.
Unicist anthropology
Unicist Anthropology is the approach to human behavior and the structural analysis
of individuals’ deeds in order to forecast their evolution.
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Unicist dialectic
It is the description of human double dialectics. On one hand, there is the dialect of
the central value and the antithetic value. And on the other hand, there is the dialectic of the central value and the homeostatic value. Instantly, both relations integrate
themselves to achieve the purpose of the central value.
Unicist logic
A logical structure based on the conjunction “and” to apprehend complex realities.
It excludes the disjunction “or”.
Unicist ontological segmentation
It integrates the hard, functional, psychological, conceptual and lifestyle segmentation. It allows defining micro-segments in order to develop value propositions with
critical mass.
Unicist ontology
It describes the concept (nature) of a given reality considering its functional unique
structure. Although the ontology of a given reality is unique the perceptions within
the structure might be multiple. These multiple perceptions define the credibility
zone of the concept.
Unicist Standard
The Unicist Standard defines the ontogenetic maps that have to be followed in an
adaptive system in order to structure it and achieve the results that have been defined as possible.
Unified field
It is a specific portion of a reality to be influenced that works as an open system
and requires the definition of arbitrary limits to make it functional.
Utopia
It is an idea that seeks to improve a situation (a no-place en terms of its etymology).
Utopia point
It is the condition of a reality when it turns out to be absolute. On the utopia point
reality ceases to exist.
Verbal function
From a semantic point of view, it is the function that defines the actions and
establishes the utopias of a concept.
Vital functionality
It defines the final purpose of living beings.
Vocation
It is the identity of an individual to fulfill his life plan consciously.
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